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ABSTRACT

In this thesis we stucly the sum of quadratic residues (modulo a prime p), of length

pr where O < x < 1. In 1974 Hugh L. Ï\’Iontgomery studied the distribution of

this sum for primes p 3 niod 4. More precisely, he modelled the Legendre sym

bol by a totally multiplicative arithmetic function and ohtained estimates for the

proportion of x E [0, 1] for which the sum is positive. We give a different ap

proach to this problem hy using a cÏifferent model aiicl applying techniques from

analytic number theory and conihinatorics. We also perform a series of numerical

computations. Unlike Montgomery’s resuits, ours assume the Generaïized Rie

manu Hypothesis. In spite this aciditional condition, we are unahie to improve

Montgomery’s resuit. However, the resuits ohtained via our method suggest that

Montgomery’s estimate is prohahly the best possible. We note that our ideas can

he useci to determine similar resufts for primes p 1 mod 4.

Key Words

Analytic Number Theory, Legendre Symbols.
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RÉSUM1

Dans ce mémoire, on étudie la somme de résidus quadratiques (modulo un pre

mier p), de longueur px où O <x < 1. En 1974, Hugh L. Montgomery a étudié

la distribution de cette somme pour les premiers p 3 mod 4. Plus précisé

ment, il a modélisé le symbole de Legendre par une fonction arithmétique qui

est totalement multiplicative et a obtenu des estimations pour la proportion des

x E [0, 1] pour lesquels la somme est positive. On donne une approche différente

pour ce problème en utilisant un modèle différent et en appliquant des techniques

de théorie des nombres analytique et combinatoire. On fait aussi une série de

calculs numériques. Contrairement aux résultats de IVlontgornery, notre résultat

suppose l’Hypothèse de Riemann Generalisée. IVIalgré cette condition supplé

mentaire, on ne peut pas améliorer le résultat de I\’Ioutgomery. Cependant, les

résultats obtenus par notre méthode suggérent que l’estimation de lVlontgomery

est probablement la meilleur possible. On note que les mêmes idées peuvent être

utilisées pour déterminer des resultats similaires pour les premiers p 1 mod 4.

Mots Clefs

Théorie des nombres analytique, symbole de Legendre.
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INTRODUCTION

In the l8th century, mathematicians were interested in knowing which primes p

are squares modulo a given prime q. Two famous mathematicians of the time,

Leonhard Euler and Acirien-IViarie Legendre observed that the answer seemed to

depend only on the “reciprocal” property (see [101) i.e. whether q is a square

(mod p). More preciseiy, they conjectured that when hoth p and q are primes

congruent to 3 (mod 4), p is a square (mod q) if anci only if q is not a square

(mod p), anci otherwise p is a square (moci q) if and only if q is also a square

(mod p). This is what hecame the much celebrateci Law of Quadratic Reci

proczty, which now serves as a powerful tool to attack prohiems of quadratic con

gruence. In 1785, Legendre proposed a proof for the law which depended on the

then unproved assumption that any arithmetic progression an + b, gcd(a, b) 1,

n 1, 2, 3... has infiniteiy many primes. Later in 1796, at the age of 1$, Cari

Friedrich Gauss independently discovered the law and gave its first complete proof

which was independent of Legendre’s assumption. Legendre’s additional contri

bution to the fieid came in 179$ with the introduction of a symbol to represent

an integer’s quadratic character with respect to a given prime p. This symhoi

denoted as () equals 1 if n is a quadratic residue moduio the prime p and —1

if n is a quadratic non-residue modulo the prime p. It is now widely used and

commonly referred to as the Legendre symhol. Ti1us, the l8th century laid the

foundations and marked only the heginning of an entire area of study of quadratic

residues and non-resiclues, questions concerning which intrigue many mathemati

cians even today.
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Several questions have heen proposeci concerning the distribution of quadratic

residues and non-residues, but as yet only very incomplete answers are known. By

simple congruence arguments, it is easy to show that for any given ocici prime p,

there exist exactly (p — 1)/2 quadratic residues (rnod p) and (p — 1)/2 quaciratic

non-residues (mod p). However, the question remains, how does one know where

exactly (between 1 and p — 1 (mod p)) these quadratic resiclues and quadratic

non-residues occur. Many people are interested in fincling the size of the smallest

quadratic non-resiclue modulo a large prime p. S.W. Graham and C.J. Ringrose

address this question in [131.

Based on the above observation of an equal number of quadratic residues and

non-residues (in [1, p — 1]) modulo p, which appear to be fairly randomly dis

tributed, Gauss recognizeci a rather intriguing question involving the character

of consecutive numbers. Me proved the expected, that each pair of consecutive

numbers RR, NN, NR, RN (where R represents a quadratic residue and N a

quadratic non-residue) occurs about equally often. Many mathematicians have

continued study in this area whereby H. Davenport 171 gave upper bounds for

RRR auJ NNN in 1931. In fact, we know that for any pattern RN... of length

k, the number of occurrences of that pattern is + Ok(/5). Some of the other

work in this area includes that of A. Brauer [31, R.H. Hudson [201, Z.H. Sun [311

and R. Peralta [261.

In trying to understand the distribution of quadratic resiclues and non-residues,

many mathematicians have appealeci to the well known Pôlya-Vinogradov in

equality of 1918. This result is central to analytic number theory and gives an

estimate for the sum

(0.0.1)
n <I

where is a non-principal Dirichiet character modulo q. The Legendre symbol

heing a quadratic character modulo q, then hecomes a particular case of

the above. It is clear that such a sum is always less than q in absolute value,

however G. Pôlya [27] and I.M. Vinogradov [32] proved independently that such
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a character sum is < log q. This was the first significant estimate in this

area and apart from the implied constant, the inequality was flot improveci until

very recently when in [161, A. Granville anci K. Sounclrarajan showeci that the

power of the 10g term cari be improveci for primitive characters of odci, hounded

order. However, for ail non-principal characters in general, the Pélya-Vinogradov

inequality is close to hest possible, for in 1918, I. Schur [301 proved that for ail

primitive characters (mod q),

max(n) >
n<x

Then, in 1932 R.E.A.C. Paley [251 showed that

t 1
max t ) > -

log 10g d
X \\fl] 7

n<X

for infinitely many quadratic discriminants cl > O. In the opposite direction, in

1977, assuming the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH), H.L. Montgornery

and RC. Vaughan [24] showed that

«Jloglogq
n<X

for ail non-principal characters (mod q). In 1993, J.B. Friedlander and H.

Iwaniec [11] gave a different proof of the P6lya-Vinogradov inequality.

Although the P6lya-Vinogradov inequality is close to being best possible. for

many purposes it is useful to have an estimate which is sharper when x is small

compared with q. This brings us to introduce some resuits of D.A. Burgess

who has significantly contributed to the area of short character sums. In many

applications, one is interested in when the character sum (0.0.1) is o(x) with

substantially snialler than q+o(1) In 1957, Burgess [4] showed

= o(x) (0.0.2)
n<X

whenever x > q+o(1), for any quadratic character (mod q), with q prime. Via

a series of papers (see [5] and [6]), Burgess later generalized his results to non-

principal characters modulo k (where k is not necessarily prime) other than for
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just the quadratic character. Later in 1994, J.B. friecliancler and H. Iwaniec [12]

useci a different approach to prove Burgess’ resuit for short character sums. In

1986, A. Hilclerbrand [17] observed that one can extrapolate Burgess’ houncl to

the range x> q0(1)• In 2001, A. Granville and K. Soundrarajan [15] also in

vestigated in what range the estimate given in (0.0.2) should holcl, and showed

that assuming the Riemann Hypothesis for L(s, x) it would hold if Ioq oc

as q — oc.

Burgess’ resuit for quadratic characters modulo q (q prime) allowed him to

improve Vinogradov’s [331 estimate for the magnitude of the least (positive) qua

dratic non-residue (mod q). Using the Pôlya-Vinogradov inequality for Legendre

symbols, Vinogradov had proved that this least quacîratic non-residue is Q(q0)

(as q oc) for any fixed > Burgess improved the range of to>

0f the improvements donc to the implied constant of the Pôlya-Vinogradov in

equality, the first vas donc by E. Landau [22] soon after the illequality was estah

lished. Subsequent improvements were made by P.T. Bateman and A. Hildehrancl

(sec [18] and [19]). In 1988, Hildebrand [191 proved a more general estimate for

the size of the character sum which, apart from yielding improved values for the

constant, shows that the character suin becomes large oniy very rarely, ancl in

fact only when x/q is close to a rational number with srnall denominator. The

best known result for the size of the implied constant was given very recently by

A. Granville and K. Sounclrarajan [16].

Another interesting topic arose in the area of character sums when in 1974,

H.L. Montgomery [23] took to studying the distribution of the sum

() (0.0.3)
npx

where p is an ocld prime and () is the Legendre symbol. More specifically, lie

observed that this suffi, whell considerecl as a function of x, is even for primes

p 3 (mod 4) and for suci primes, decided to study how frequently it is positive
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for x [0, 1]. He clefineci the measure

= I{x [0. 1]: S(x) > 0} wherep 3 (mod 4), (0.0.4)

and proveci

Theorem 0.0.1 (H.L. IVlontgomery). For any à > O there are infinitety many

primes p w 3 mod 4 such that (p) < + . In the opposite direction, n(p) >

for att primes p w 3 mod 4.

Our work in this thesis is inspired by this study of Montgomery and our goal is

to extend Montgomery’s resuit to a positive proportion of primes p w 3 mod 4

and perhaps to even improve the values of the bounds he obtains for c(p). As a

resuit of our efforts, we prove:

Theorem 0.0.2. Assume GRH. For a positive proportion of primes p w 3

mod 4, (p) 0.746 and of these, there is at ieast one prime for which. o(p)

0.311. In the opposite direction, for a positive proportion of primes p w 3 mod 4,

a(p) > 0285 and of these, there is at teast one prime for which û(p) > 0.631.

As is clear from the above theorem, our resuits are haseci on GRH (which gives

rise to the assumption of a positive proportion of primes) and even then, we are

unahie to improve IVlontgomery’s resuit. However, our approach used to arrive at

Theorem 0.0.2, suggests that iVlontgornery’s result is probably the best possible.

Our work in this thesis is geareci towarcis proving Theorem 0.0.2. To huild up

sorne basics, in the first chapter we lay clown some fundamental definitions, no

tation anci standard theorems of analvtic number theory. We then move towards

our particular area of interest which concerns quadratic residues and character

sums. In this respect, in Chapter 2 we introduce the central icleas concerning

quadratic residues and non-residues, the Legendre symhol and forrnally state the

Law of Quadratic Reciprocity. In the same chapter we also discuss questions con

cerning the distribution of the quaciratic residues and non-residues anci formally

state the Pélya-Vinogradov Ineciuality, give its proof ancï then give D.A.Burgess’
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resuit for the sum of quadratic characters. Suhsequently, we move to a brief

discussion about what the Pôlya-Vinograclov Inequality and D.A.Burgess’ resuit

suggest about the possible Legendre symbol sequences. In this way, we develop

a motivation for our specific interest in the distribution of the sum of Legendre

syrnbols.

Having createci a foundation for our work, next we state and prove H.L. IViont

gomery’s 1974 resuit concerning the distribution of the sum of Legencire symbols

() where p is a prime congruent to 3 (mod 4). A detaileci proof is given in

Chapter 3 where we establish his resuit by giving the proofs as furnished in his

article, only that here we fili in ail the detaiis as weH. In his work, IVlontgomery

uses the Fourier expansion given by Pôiya for the sum S(x) which states that

for primes p 3 mod 4,

(n -

(n) cos2nx)

where L(1) () . Owing to tiiis Fourier expansion, Montgomery noticed
,i=1

that it was possible to bound the measure of the set of ï [0, 1] for which S(x)

is positive, by the measure of the set of r: [0. 1], for which the Fourier series

() cos2nr is negative. Hence, lie reciuced the probiem to studying the mea
ri= 1

sure of the set of x e [0, 1], for which this Fourier series is negative.

To obtain his lower bound result, Montgomery flrst computes the mean of

the Fourier series associated to S(x) and then then uses the H6lder’s inequaiity

to isolate the measure of x e [0, 1] for which the Fourier series Z () cos2nx

is negative. In doing this, he uses explicit values obtained for the upper hounds

for the second and fourth moments of the Fourier series Z (n) cos2nx for ail

primes p w 3 mod 4. Then, using the fact that L(1) is positive for ail primes p,

a lower bound for (p) directiy follows. While studying Montgomery’s proof. it

was hard to ignore the fact that bis lower bound result (which states that for ah

primes p w 3 mod 4. the sum $(x) is positive for at least. 2 percent of the values

of ï e [0, 11) couid he improveci hy a simple refinement of his own proof. At the
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end of Chapter 3, a.s a resuit of a minor observation, we give an improvement to

this resuit of IVlontgomery, wherehy we show that for ail primes p w 3 mod 4, the

sum $(x) is in fact positive for at least 250000 of the values of x E [0, 1].

To obtain his upper bound result, IVlontgomery models the Legenclre symbol

by another Legencire symbol which we know explicitly i.e (g). More precisely,

for ah primes q < y (where y is a parameter), he modelled the Legendre symbol

() hy () for q 3 and set () —1 if q = 3. We observe that this model

is close to reality since the second moments of the error is smahl (of size l/y).

Montgomery then proved that given n fixed y, there exist infinitely many primes

p w 3 mod 4 such that for ail q < y, () = (g). We note here that we can

perform numerical computations with (g). Fnrther, since his choice of function

generatecl a specific {1, —1} sequence, he was able to obtain an upper bound for

the Fourier series corresponding to bis modehling function, ancï in turn use this

hound to obtain an upper bound for ci(p).

Our work is refiected in the results of Theorem 0.0.2. The proof of this theorem

is given in Chapter 5 and uses some preparatory results establisheci in Chapter 4.

Coming to an insight of the proof of Theorem 0.0.2 : we begin by employing the

key idea of Montgornery, which was to recluce the prohiem to finding the corre

sponding measure related to the Fourier series À(n)cos2nx Next, unsure if

IVlontgomery’s choice of moclel for the Legendre symbol (q) = () for ail q y)

really is the best choice or not, we use a more “general” function. This “general”

nature of our moclelling ftinction cloes not allow us to continue with the same

approach as Montgomery. Hence, we employ a different approach wherehy we

average over a specific set of primes p w 3 mod 4 and obtain bouncis for (p) that

holci for a positive proportion of primes of this particular set. In cloing so, we also

appeal to combinatorial techniques and perforrn a series of numerical computa

tions -
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As in Montgomery’s case, our moclelling frmction À is also totally multiplica

tive. We define À(q) to be equal to 1 or —1 for ail primes q < y (where y

is a parameter) and equal to O for primes q > y. We realize that for a given

y, this choice of a more “general” function wouid resuit in 2m (where m is the

number of primes < y) possihilities of {1, —11 sequences. This in turn would

invoive stuclying 2” {1, —1} sequences to ultimately deduce the one giving the

optimal result. (An explanation of what kind of result we are looking for foi

iows later.) However, aware of tlie immense computing power predominant in

today’s world, we know that our vast data can be handled via a multitude of

numerical computations, to finally yieid a meaningfui resuit. The numericai com

putations give us values for the truncated series of
— Z À (n) cm

, for all

q I nq<y

x E [0, 1], for all possible À sequences. It is now only natural to somehow en-

sure some sort of proximity hetween the two Fourier series
— Z À(n) cos2nx and

— () cos2nx This would allow us to deduce bounds for the measure relating
ii= 1

to the Fourier series
— Z () cos2nx from bounds for the measure relating to

the series
—

______

qnq<y

More specifically, the proof of Theorem 0.0.2 rests on two main theorems,

each of which follow the same basic approach. For a fixed À, y, the first theo

rem gives an exphcit formula for a lower bound for the measure of the set of

x E [0, 11 for which the Fourier series
— Z () cos2n is negative. This explicit

formula is depenclent oii the number of O < j < N — 1 for which the series

— Z À(n) is negative. The second theorem gives the analogous re
n=1

q I “q y

suit for the upper bound of the concerned measure.

These theorems in turn depend on three main lemmas.

The first of these is combinatorial in nature alld defines the basic approach

of the main theorems. We fix À, y, and N. N is chosen to be large enough (ex

plicitly stated in the theorems) and such that all its prime divisors are less than
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y. This condition on N simplifies the working of a certain technical detail, anci

in fact we can do without this condition by doing more sophisticated analysis.
cc

cos 2icn(j/JV)We consicler the computeci values of the Fourier series — )(ri)
n=1

qIn=qy

for O < j < N — 1, as a finite, orciered set. The combinatorial lemma states that

given such a set, if there exists another set whose elements are close to the given

set, then we can estimate houncis for the carciinality of the positive or negative

elements of the second set. Hence, if we can show a closeness hetween the two

Fourier series (one for the Legendre symbol and the other for )), then using this

lemma, we could obtain bounds for the measure under question, and we are clone.

However, a closeness between the two Fourier series is required.

This hrings us to our second main lemma. Here, for a fixed
., y we consider

ail those primes p 3 (mod 4) for which () (q) for ail primes q < y, and

analytically evaluate an upper hound for the second moments of the difference of

the two Fourier series. As is naturally expected, the second moment turns ont

to be rather srnall, and we successfully estahlish a closeness. However, we realize

that this closeness has been established in an analytic setting while the measure

is heing calculated (via the combinatorial lemma) in a discrete setting, hence the

need for a third main lemma.

Assuming GRH, this third lemma proves that the discrete second moments

can be approximated by the analytic second moments up to an error term, which

is very small for large y. In our computations however, we assume that this er

ror term is very smali for ail y > 29. Based on this assumption, we calculate

an upper hound for the discrete second moments and thus, successfuliy estab

lish the required closeness in a discrete setting, satisfy ail the requirements of

the cornhinatorial lemma, derive the main theorems and via a series of numerical

computations eventually arrive at a proof for Theorem 0.0.2.

Our numerical computations are hased on the main theorems which for a

given À and y, give explicit formulas for evaluating bounds for the measure of
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the set of x [0, 1] for which the fourier series
— Z () cos2ftnx is negative.

Owing to the fact that for a given y, calculating hounds for ail the corresponding

À sequences involves working with 2’’ (where m is the number of primes y) À

sequences, we adopt a greedy approach when doing our computations. We start

with y = 29 (the 10th prime) anci based on the value of the bound ohtained for

each À sequence, we employ a “pruning” process wherehy we choose only those À

sequences that will serve as viable candidates for larger y. Next, we increment

the value of y by the next 5 primes, and calculate the value of the bound for only

those À sequences that are obtaineci by appending ah possible {1, —1} sequences

(of length 5) to the qualifying À sequences of the previous round. 0f these, again

hased on the value of the bound ohtained for each À sequence, we choose oniy

those À sequences that will serve as viable candidates for larger y. We continue

with this “pruning” operation for each successive value of y untiÏ the number of À

sequences (at any given y) is close to exhausting the cornputer’s memory. When

calcuiating the upper hound, we were able to take y up to 349 and when caicu

lating the iower bound, we were able to take y up to 281.

Interestingly, in spite the restriction on the value of y caused by the memory

limitation of our computing resources, a carefui stucly of the À sequences that

yield the final upper bounci result, shows that one of these sequences matches the

{ 1, —1} sequence that would 5e generated by Montgomery’s choice of modelling

function a3 (see Chapter 3). Therefore, even though our modelling function À

covered a larger range of possihihities of Legendre symbol sequences, we observe

that Montgomery’s specific modelling function choice was sufficient.

We note here that our final bounds for the measure (p) as are stated in

Theorem 0.0.2 were ohtained via numerical computations based on the main the

orems. Our computational results suggest that there exists a positive proportion

of primes p 3 mod 4 for which the values of the upper and iower hounds are

close to each other. In fact, we expect them to converge at some value, and owing

to Montgomery’s resuit we conjecture that, there exists a positive proportion of

primes p 3 rnod 4 for which $(x) is negative for at least 2/3 of the values of
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X [0,11.

The numerical computations were clone using algorithms which were coded

in C++ ami run 011 a two processor Xeon3 2.8GHz machine with 2GB RAM

DDR266. These algorithms are based on theorems cieriveci from the combinato

rial lemmas and are availahie in Appendix A. The algorithms were iterative and

so resuits obtained at each iteration are tahulated in Appendix B. We observe

that our resuits cari he improveci hy enhancing our computing environment or

by a slight change in the data-types used for the variables in our coding. These

suggestions are explained in more cletail in the conclusion.

Finally, we observe that even though in our stuciy we only considered the

primes congruent to 3 (mod 4), the sanie ideas cari he useci to prove similar

resuits for primes p 1 (mod 4). We have via Lemma 2.6.3, that for such

primes, the sum S(x) (considereci as a funct.ion of x) is an odd function. Thus,

for such primes, we kiiow that for x [0, 1], S(x) is as frequently positive as it

is negative. Hence, it would he interesting to study its hehaviour for O x

Since Pélya gave a fourier expansion of S(x) for primes p 1 mod 4 as well

(see Lemma 3.1.1), our proof of Chapter 5 cari be moclified to also give results

for such primes.



Chapter 1

NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND STANDARD

THEOREMS

In analytic number theory there are certain standard arit.hmetic functions, nota

tion and methods that are used over anci over again. In this chapter we will give

a brief overview of these tools for future reference.

1.1. STANDARD ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS

Here are some standard arithmetic functions used in number theory:

w(n) I{ : ?I7,? prime}I =

ri

p prime

pain? prirne}

r(n) I{: =

(liii

u(n) =

dia

= i{ < x : p prime}I =

px

p prime

9(r) = logp
px

p prime
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The IViobius Function:

O if pn, for sorne prime p,
ti(n) =

(—i)”() otherwise.

The Euler Function:

(n) = I{m: 1 <in n, gcd(m, n) 1}I = n fl (1_

pI
p prime

Von-Mangolcit ‘s function:

[logp if n = pa p prime,

10 otherwise.

1.2. BIG OH, LITTLE OH, AND VIN0GRAD0v NOTATION

Given two functions f(x) anci g(x), we say that f(r) is O(g(x)), which is read

as “f(x) is hig-Oh of gQc)” if there exists a positive number C such that for ah

x, f(x) <CIg(x)j.

If him f(x)/g(i) = 1, then we say that f(x) is asymptotic to g(x), and we
x—œ

denote this by f(x)

We say that J(x) = o(g(x)), which is read as “f(x) is little-Oh of g(x)” if

him f(x)/g(x) =0.
x—œ

Vinogradov’s notation: f(x) <g(x) means there exists a positive constant C

such that If(x)I <CIg(x).

1.3. PARTIAL SUMMATION

The method of partial summation is used frequently in analytic number the

ory. It is a method for estimating the sum 11(x) = aj(n), if one has an
1<n<.c

estimate for B(t) = a,.,, for t < x, where a,, is some arhitrary seqnence, J(x)
1<n<t

is some differentiable function and f’(x) is continuous. The method works hy the

following formula:

11(x) f(x)B(x)
- f B(t)f’(t) dt. (1.3.1)
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1.4. MERTEN’s THE0REM

Merten’s Theorem states that for a prime, as x 00,

fi (i_ 1f.) (1.4.1)
p logx

px

where ‘y 0.57721566... is Euler’s constant. Taking the logarithm of this relation

gives

=loglogx+A+o(1)
px

where

(iog(i-)4).
p prime

1.5. THE EuLER PR0DucT

The fundamental theorem of arithmetic states that every integer n > 1 can

he written as a procluct of prime factors in only one way, apart from the order of

the factors. The next theorem, discovered hy Euler in 1737, is sometimes called

the analytic version of the fundarnental theorem of arithmetic.

Theorem 1.5.1. If f is a rnuttipticatiue arithrnetic function, and f(n) con
n>1

verges absotutety, then

f(n) fi (f(1)+f(p)+f(p2)+...)
n>1 p prime

and if, mo’reouer, f is totatty multiplicative, then

Zf()= fi (1-f(p))’.
n>1 p prime

In each of the above cases, the procluct is callecl the Euler product of the

series.

1.6. THE PRIME NuMBER THE0REM

The strong forrn of the Prime Number Theorem (as was indepenclently proved

by J. Hadamarcl and C.J. de la Vallée-Poussin in 1896) states that for some

positive number C,

u(x) = li(x) + O(xe°)
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where

li(x)z=
J2 logt logx

In 1837 Dirichiet proved the existence of primes in an arithmetic progression.

He further proved that if a, cl are coprirne integers and cl > O, the arithmetic

progression {a, a + cl, a + 2d, . .
. } contains infinitely many primes. It is now known

that if ir(x; cl, a) denotes the number of primes in the stated progression that do

not exceed x, then for fixed coprime integers e, cl with cl> O,

1 1.
rr(x; cl, a) rr(x) -li(x)

as x — œ and where çb is the Euler function.

1.7. DIRIcHLET CHARAcTER8

Consider the following group homomorphism:

X: (Z/kZ)* C

where a mod k (with (a, k) = 1) is a multiplicative group of residue classes. Now

consider x as a function on Z by setting (n) = O whenever (n, k) 1. This

makes a Dirichtet ckaracter, a function on Z, periodic modulo k and cornpletely

multiplicative.

The principal character of modulus k is that character which has the

properties:

Ji if(n,k)=1,
Xo(n) =

O if(n,k)>1.

There are (k) distinct Dirichlet characters modulo k, each of which is completely

multiplicative. following are some other properties of the Dirichlet characters

modulo k:

k Ii if=o,
1. Z (n) =

n=1 O otherwise,

where is the principal character.

I 1 if n 1 (mod k),
2.

x inod k o otherwise,

where the summation is over all (k) characters.
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Property 2 gives rise to the orthogonality relation for characters which says that

if (a, k) 1, then

1 1 ifnamodk,

for we have (a)(n) = (n’) and n’ 1 mod k if and only if n a mod k.

Let (n) be anv character to the moclulus k other than the principal character.

If (n, k) > 1, then (n) O; if (n, k) 1, then (n) O, heing a root of unity, and

is a perioclic function of n with period k. It is possible, however, that for values

of n restricted by the condition (n, k) = 1, the function (n) may have period

less than k. If so, we say that is imprimitive, and otherwise primitive. Further,

every non-principal character x modulo a prime p, is a primitive character mod

p.

1.8. DIRICHLET L-fuNcTloNs

For x a Dirichlet character modulo k, the Dirichiet L-function is defineci as

follows:

L(s, x) :=

This sum converges in the region Rets) > 1. Taking the Euler product, we have:

L(s,)= fi (1—(p)p)1.
p prime

For the case when Jn) 1 for ail n, we get the Riemann zeta function which we

will formally introduce next.

1.9. THE RIEMANN ZETA FuNcTI0N

In bis classic memoir of 1860, Riemann showed that the key to the deeper

investigation of the distribution of primes lies in the study of the Riemann zeta
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function ((s) defined as follows:

((s):=ZL
n=1

where s is allowed to attain complex values. This sum converges ahsolutely for

Re(s) > 1. As was proveci hy Euler, for Rets) > 1, it can be expressed as an

Euler Product giving

((s) fl (l_ pS)l

p prime

The Riemann zeta function satisfies a functional equation which relates ((s) to

((1 — s). from this functional equation we can deduce that ((s) has an analytic

continuation to the whole complex plane C except at s = 1. Also, the functional

equation tells us that the zeros of ((s) lie in the critical strip O Rets) 1, with

the exception of the trivial zeTos at s —2, —4, —6.... IVioreover, we can observe

that the zeros are symmetrically arrangeci about the real axis, and also about the

criticat tzne given by Re(s) = 1/2. following are some interesting facts about the

theoretical applications of (:
1. The fact that ((s) — oc as s — 1 implies the infinitude of primes.

2. TIre fact that ((s) has no zeros on the line Re(s) 1 leads to the Prime

Number Theorem.

In bis mernoir, Riemann macle a remarkable conjecture, which lias become a

central conjecture for ah of number theory:

Conjecture 1.9.1 (Riemann Hypothesis (RH)). Alt the non-trivial zeros of((s)

in the critical strip O < Re(s) < 1 lie on the une Re(s) = 1/2.

Further, the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH) says that every Dirich

let L-function lias its non-trivial zeros in the critical strip O Re(s) 1 on the

hue Re(s) = 1/2.

In our work we wiÏl also refer to existing results for sums of the form

((ql,q2,...,q9) (1.9.1)
al>a2>->a>1
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where ail the a’s anci qj’s are positive integers, with q1 > 2. Note that it is

necessary that q 2 else the sum wili diverge. We observe that in the case

where g = 1, we obtain the Riernann zeta function.

1.10. NOTATION

Here is sorne notation that wili be used cluring our work.

1. If e1 is au m-climensional vector and e2 is an n-dirnensional vector, the

vector E written as (e1 le2) is an rn + n climensional vector in which we

append e2 to e1.

2. e(n) means e2”.

3. iog means logarithrn to the base e.



Chapter 2

QUADRATIC RESIDUES AND SOME

QUESTIONS CONCERNING THEIR

DISTRIBUTION

This chapter will begin with an introduction to quadratic residues, the ciefinition

of the Legendre symbol anci tire farnous Quadratic Reciprocity Law. We will give

some basic properties of the quaciratic residues auJ the Legencire symbol since

these xviii set the foundations of our later work.

Having establisheci the basics. we xviii discuss sorne na.tural questions concern

ing the distribution of tire quaciratic residues and give a resuit of Gauss xvhich

relates to the character of consecutive numbers.

Finally, we xviii recali some resuits of the sums of quadratic residues. In doing

so, we xviii state the well-known Pôlya-Vinogradov Inequality and give its proof

for primitive characters. We will also state Burgess’ 1957 resuit for quadratic

residues and non-residues. Then, we wili introduce our specific area of interest of

this thesis, which is tire study of tire distribution of tire sum of Legendre symbols.

Here xve xviii outiine a statistical notion concerning Legencire symbols, and define

the surir S(.r). Finally, we wiil state Hugh L. Montgomery’s f23] resuit of 1974

for tire distribution of this sum. Tire proof of Montgornery’s resuit xviii be given

in detail in Chapter 3.
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2.1. QuADRATIc RESIDUES

Here we will clefine quaciratic residues auJ prove that for p an odd prime,

there exist exactly (p — 1)/2 quaciratic residues modulo p and (p — 1)/2 quaciratic

non-residues modulo p.

Definition 2.1.1 (Quadratic Residues). For coprime integers ni, a, with m pos

itive, we say that a ‘is a quadratic residue (mod m) if and only if the congruence

x2 a (mod m) (2.1.1)

is soïvabte for some integer x. If the congruence is not solvabte, a is said to be a

quadratic non-residue (mod m).

Theorem 2.1.2. Letp be an odd prime. There exist exactty (p — 1)/2 quadratic

residues modulo p and (p — 1)/2 quadratic non-residues modulo p.

PR00F. The quadratic residues are the nouzero numbers that are squares modulo

p, so thev are the numbers

12,22,...,(p_1)2 (modp).

However, since we know that (p — b) —b mod p, (1 < b < p — 1), it follows

that

(p — b)2 = p2 — 2pb + b2 = b2 mod p.

Now, if we want to list ail of the (nonzero) numbers that are squares modulo p,

we only need to compute half of them,

12,22,..., (?_ 1)2
(modp).

Since the same numbers are repeated in reverse order, if we square the remaining

numh ers, we get

(P±1)2(p_2)2(_l)2
(modp).

Now, to show that there are exactly (p — 1)/2 quadratic residues modulo p, we

have to show that the numbers 12, 22, . . .
, (1)2 are ail distinct modulo p.

Take i,j Z. If 1 <i,j < and i2 j2 rnod p, thenp I (j2—i2) = (j—i)(j+i).

Therefore, either p chvides (j — i) or p divides (j + i).
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However, since 2 <j + <p
— 1, (j + i) cannot be divisible hy p. Thus p must

divide (j — i). But Ii — il < (p — 1)/2, so we must have i j if p is to divide

(j — i). This shows that the numbers 12, 22,
.,

(Pz)2 are ail distinct modulo
,

anci so there are exactly (p — 1)/2 quadratic residues modulo p. further, since p

(10es not divide any other integer ri, 1 < ri <p
— 1, it trivially follows that there

are also exactly (p — 1)/2 quadratic non-residues modulop. E

2.2. THE LEGENDRE SYMB0L AND ITS PR0PERTIE5

The Legendre symbol is used to signify whether or flot a O (mod p) is

square (mod p). The symbol was introduced by Adrien-Marie Legendre in his

Essai s’ur ta theorie des nombres in 179$ and is defined as follows:

Definition 2.2.1 (The Legendre Symbol). For odd prime p, the Legendre symbot

is deft’ned as
\PJ

O ifaO (modp),

() 1 if a is a quadratic residue (mod p), (2.2.1)

—1 if n is a quadratic non-residue (rnod p).

Now we will state sorne of the frequently used properties of the Legendre symbol.

1. The Legenclre symbol () is a completely multiplicative function of n i.e.

(mn — (‘m (n

2. The Legendre symbol () is periodic with period p.

3. Euter’s criterion states that for p an odd prime, () (rnod p)

for ail n.

Remark 2.2.2. Owing to the ftrst two properties and the fact that () uanishes

when pin, it fottows that () = (n) where is one of the Dirichtet characters

moduto p. The Legendre symbot is catted the quadratic character mod p.

Next we state a simple consequence of Theorem 2.1.2.
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Corollary 2.2.3. The snrn () = O for any fixedp.

PR00F.

()+ () ?1()P1()

na2 mod p na2 rnod p
aZ aZ

E

Remark 2.2.4. We note here that since the Legendre symbol () is in fact a

DirichÏet character moduto p (Remark 2.2.2,), Coroltary 2.2.3 aÏso follows directty

from Property J of Section J.7

There are two basic prohiems that clominate the theory of quadratic residues:

1. Given an odd prime p, cletermine which n are quadratic residues (modp)

anci which are quaclratic non-resiclues (mod p).

2. Given n, cletermine those primes for which n is a quadratic resiclue and

for which it is a quadratic non-residue.

While the ftrst of these eau be solveci via Euler’s criterion, the second is more

difficuit and its solution clepends on a remarkahle theorem known as the quadratic

reczprocity tam. We will study this theorem in the next section. There are stili

rnany open questions regarding quadratic residues, for example, eau we find an

n, a quadratic non-residue (moci p), in polynomial tirne?

2.3. THE LAw 0F QuADRATIc REcIPR0cITY

The theory of quadratic resiclues is clominateci by the famous Law of Qnadratic

Reciproczty which was referred to as the gem of higher arithmetic” by Gauss.

This law was first stated in 1751 by Euler and was recliscovered by Legeudre in

1785 who gave a partial proof. In 1796, at the age of 18, Gauss independently

discoverecl the Law of Quadratic Reciprocity and gave the first proof which is

available in the fourth section of his famous work, Disquisitiones Aritherneticae.

His efforts on arriving at the proof are as follows,
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“I discovered this theorem inclepenclently in 1795 at a time when

I was totally ignorant of what had bee; achieved in higher arith

metic, and consequently had not the slightest aid from the litera

ture on the subject. For a whole year this theorem tormentecl me

and absorbed rny greatest efforts until at last I obtaineci a proof

given in the fourth section of Dis quisitiones Arithemeticae. Later I

ran across three other proofs which were built on entirely different

principles. Que of these I have already given in the flfth section,

the others, which do not compare with it in elegaiice, I have re

served for future publication. Although these proofs leave nothing

to be desired as regards rigor, they are deriveci from sources much

too remote, except perhaps the first, which however proceeds with

laborious arguments and is overloaded with extended operations.”

The law reads as follows:

Theorem 2.3.1 (Law of Quadratic Reciprocity). If p a’nd q are distinct odd

primes, then

(p () if p 1 (mod 4) or q 1 (mod 4),
(2 3 1)

q L() ifpq3 (mod4).

It is often stated in the following synunetric form given hy Legendre. For p and

q distinct odd primes,

() () = (_1)(p1)(q-1)/4 (2.3.2)

For p an odd prime, the following is then a natural consequence of the Quadratic

Reciprocity Law:

(_1) = 1 if p 1 (mod 4),
(2.3.3)

‘3 [i if p3 (mod4).

We also have the following relation for p an odd prime:

(2 1 ifp+1 (mod$),

L’ if p+3 (mod8).
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2.4. DIsTRIBuTIoN 0F THE QuADRATIc RESIDUES

The distribution of the quaciratic residues ancl non-residues has intrigued many

minds for may years. By Theorem 2.1.2, we know that for any givenp an odd

prime. haif of the numbers

1,2 p—l

are quaciratic residues, and the other haif are quadratic non-residues. A natural

question that arises is: How are these quaciratic resides and quadratic non-residues

clistrihuted? Studying patterns for a given p suggests that if p is a large prime, the

quadratic residues and quadratic non-residues have a distribution that appears

to he fairly random. And so arise various questions targeted towards testing the

random character of the distribution. Que such question, which was answered by

Gauss, concerns the characters of consecutive numbers. That is, if n and n + 1

are two consecutive numbers in the series 1,2,. . . ,p — 1, how often do they have

prescrihed characters. The possible pair of characters for a pair of numbers are

clenoted as RR, RN, NR, NN, where R represellts a quadratic residue and N

a quadratic non-residue. Based on our observation that quadratic residues and

quadratic non-residues appear to be distributed randornly, we may expect that

cadi of the four types occur about equally often. Tus is in fact the case and was

proved by Gauss. For a proof, sec [8]. This resuit of Gauss bas heen restated in

[31J in the following

Theorem 2.4.1. [31] Let p be an odd prime, () the LegendTe symbot and R

the compiete set of resid’ues moduto p. We have

(RR) = I{n: () = (n) =1, n e R}I = [P 3].
(2.4.1)

(NN) = {n: () ( ) = -1,n e R}
= [ ]. (2.4.2)

where [.] is the greatest integer function.

Similarly, for p an odd prime, R the complete set of residues modulo p, using

Gauss’ proof we can show the foïlowing:

(NR)= I{n: () —land
(nA 1)

= i,n E R}I = [P]. (2.4.3)
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(RN) = {n: () = 1 and
(n ± 1)

—1, n E R}I = [1 1]
(2.4.4)

This proves the assertion that for large primes, each of (RR), (NN), (RN), (NR)

is about p/4. An important step in the proof evaluates the sum of the Legendre
tn(n+1) tp’\symbols ). Clearly, = O, and this sum is given by

(n(n+ 1))
= -1. (2.4.5)

In fact for any (b,p) = 1, writing n = mb,

(n(n±b)) () () (rn(m+ 1))

(2.4.6)

Extensive literature exists in this area. In 1931 H. Davenport [7] gave upper

bouncis for RRR anci NNN. Denote hy R and N the number of occurrences

of t consecutive quaciratic residues anci non-residues, respectively. A. Brauer,

in 1928 showed that for any t and large enough prime p, hoth R and N are

greater than O (see [3]). In 1983, RH. Hudson [20] showed that RRNR> O and

RNRR > O for large enough primes p. In fact, we know that for any pattern

RN. . . of length k, the number of occurrences of that pattern is + OkC/).

More recent work includes Z.H. Sun’s paper [31] of 2002 which is an extension of

Gauss’ work to determine ail those values of n (for n in a complete set of residues

(mod p)) for which (n) = (n±L) or (nE!) = (n) = (11±1). Sun’s work shows

that (n) = (nE!) if and only if n
(i1)2

(mod p) for some x E Z and

(i)
= Q!) =

(1) if and only if n (mod p) for some x E Z. Much

work has also been declicatecÏ to the question that what would he the expected

value of the least quaciratic non-residue (mod p).
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2.5. LOWER B0uND REsuLTs FOR THE SuM 0F QuADRATIc CHAR

ACTERS

2.5.1. A resuit of Pôlya-Vinogradov

In this section we vi11 recali the famous Pôlva-Vinograclov inequality for x a

non-principal character (mod q) and will prove it oniy for x a primitive quadratic

character and more precisely the Legencire Symbol (s).
Theorem 2.5.1 (The Pôlya-Vinograclov Inequality). Let M and N be positive

intege’rs. for a non-principat character (mod q),

M+N

(n) « /1ogq. (2.5.1)
n=A’I+ 1

If we take (n)
= () then we eau deduce that the interval M + 1 <n <

M+N contains N+O(/Ïogq) quadratic residues (mod q). By considering the

sum s(n) as a function with periocl 1. and determining its Fourier expansion.
n q’

Pôlya thus deducecÏ that. for q an odd prime,

M+N

(n) <J1ogq. (2.5.2)
n= M ± I

Here, we will prove (2.5.2) for primitive characters only.

PRO0F. Let x be a primitive character (mod q), q > 1 such that (n)
= ().

We begin hy defining the Gaussian sum rc) for any character x(n) to the mod

ulus q,

r(x) Zx(m)e’. (2.5.3)
rn= 1

If (n, q) = 1, rc) O, then consider in na mod q auJ we have

= (rn)(n)e” Z(a)e. (2.5.4)
rn=1 a=1

Therefore,

(n) =
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We will let the sum run from —(v) <a < (i), a O. We then have

JI+N M+N

x(n) = (a) e. (2.5.5)
n=iI+1 n=M+1

aO

We will 110W evaluate the inner sum which is given by a geometric series:
2rir(AI+1) / 2rnN \ 2rrnfM+1) 2,riN / —2,jN 2,riN

M+N e q t 1 — eT t (e q )e t e 2q — eï
eT =

n=M+1 1 — e q e 2q Ie 2q — e 2q

2rm(iLJ+1) 2,riN

= (e q )e 2q —2zsin(irNa/q) = sln(7rNa/q)

—2isin(ira/q) sin(ira/q)

Therefore
M+N

2rn 1
eï <

n=M+1 I srn(ira/q)

and hence,

M+N M+N (q—1)/2

x(7l)
=

(a) ef 2
sin(a/q)L

n=M+1 ‘ _(ÎEJ)<a<(!Li) nM+1 ‘ a=1

aO

(2.5.6)

for convex functions f(c), we have

1
f() < - / f() d.

Let c and take f(c) = (sin7rc)’, = . Then

(q—1)/2 (q—1)/2q (q—1)/2q 1

______

= q f (5jfl)1
= qf (sin)-1 .

Since, for O < < , sin7r> 2,

(q—1)/2 1 1

sin(a/q)

<q/12 1
= [log1

= qlogq
(2.5.7)

further, we eau show that for a primitive character , the Gauss sum Ir(x)I =

We will evaluate the Gauss sum by squaring (2.5.4) so that

= (a)e’
a1=1 a9=1
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Now, sum for n over a complete set of residues (mod q) which gives

q—1 q q q—l
2rrrnfu1 —rio)

IT()I2 Z Ix(n)12
= Z Z (a1)X(a2) Z e “

nrzrO a1=1 a2=1 n=O

q—1 2rriii(rr1—rr0)

Since e q O unless a1 = a2, we have
n=O

q—1 q q—1 q

IT()I2 Z Ix(n)12 Z Ix(ai)12 Z 1= q Z Ix(ai)12
n=O aj=1 n=O a1=1

and hence Ir(x)I =
Using this ancl (2.5.7) in (2.5.6) gives us (2.5.2). E

2.5.2. A resuit of Burgess

Burgess’ contribution to this area was in the form of proving hounds for shorter

character sums. In 1957 Burgess 4] stated the following resuit for quadratic

residues and non-residues (mod p).

Theorem 2.5.2 (D.A Burgess). Let (5 and e be fixed positive numbers. Then, for

alt sufficientty targep and N, we have

N+H

Z () <eH
n=N+1

provided H >

This implies in particular, that the maximum number of consecutive quadratic

residues or quadratic non-residues (mod p) is o(p+5) for large p.

2.6. DIsTRIBuTIoN QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE SuM 0F LE-

GENDRE SYNIBoLs

2.6.1. A Statistical Notion

The discussion about the distribution of quaciratic residues in section 2.4,

and in particular Gauss’ resuit about the occurrence of consecutive quadratic

residues or non-residues shows that, if the Legencire symbol is thought of as

generated by a “randoin coin flip”, then there woulcl he p/4 occurrences of a given

pair (±1, +1). This woulcl imply that the Legencire symbol is in sorne sense
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ranclom. However, the attractive P6lya-Vinogradov inequality says that indeed

the “statistical fluctuation” of the quadratic residue/nonresidue count, starting

at any initial point, is aiways hounded by a “variance factor” logp and hence

not just any coin-flip sequence can he a Legendre symbol sequence. It is clear

that we cannot have a Legendre symbol sequence where the flrst haif are l’s and

the second haif are —l’s. In fact it suggests that we cannot build up more than

an O(,/logp) excess of one symbol over the other and Burgess’ resuit (Theorem

2.5.2) further narrows down the maximum consecutive number of l’s or —l’s to

O(p) (> 0). Further, in p flips of a coin, the frequency of a given pattern of

length k is 2_k and so for k > clogp we do not expect to sec a given pattern.

2.6.2. The Sum $(x)

In view of the statistical notion of Legendre symbols as stated above, it would

be of particular interest to study the distribution of the following sum

- ()npx

where p is a prime and x [0, 1]. This sum $(x) has period one. In this thesis,

we will study this sum for primes p 3 mod 4 and for such primes, will determine

how frequently $(x) is negative. Hence, we wilI prove Theorem 0.0.2 in Chapter

5. Here we will show that this sum, considered as a function of x, is even for

primes p 3 (mod 4) and odd for primes p 1 (mod 4).

Owing to the periodicity ofS(x), we note that $(x) = S(1+x) for ail x [0, 1],

and so

(n).p<n<p(1+x)

In fact for any b N, we have for x [0,1]:

().pb<n<p(h+r)

\‘Ve wiil now define $(x) for x [—1,0].

Definition 2.6.1. Forx e [0,1],

S(-x) = $(1 - x) =

(fl).
(2.6.1)

l<n<p(l—x)
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Extending the above clefinition, we 110W define $(x) for ail x < 0.

Definition 2.6.2. For x < 0, if m is the smattest integer greater than or equal

to x, then

= $(m - x) = (n). (2.6.2)
1<n<p(m—x)

Lemma 2.6.3. for p n 1 mod 4, the sum S(x) () is an odd function
flpx

and forp n 3 mod 4, the sum S(x) (n) is an even function.
fl?x

PR00F. Suppose x < O and in is the smallest integer greater than or equal to x,

then by Definition 2.6.2, we have

()1<n<p(m—x)

Taking k pin — n and owing to Corollary 2.2.3, we get

=
(n) - (pin - k) = - (-k)

n<pm 1<k<px 1<k<px

- () () = - () S(x). (2.6.3)
1<k<px

Now, by the Law of Reciprocity (Theorem 2.3.1), we have

1 if p ni mcd 4,

Li ifpn3mod4.

Hence, for p n 1 rnod 4, (2.6.3) gives

—S(—x) = S(), (2.6.4)

which proves that S(x) is an ocici function for p n 1 mod 4.

Sirnilarly, for p n 3 rnod 4, we get

= S(x), (2.6.5)

anci hence prove that S(x) is an even function for p n 3 mcd 4. D
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2.6.3. A resuit of Montgomery

Our work in this thesis was inspired hy Hugh L. Montgomery’s 1974 article

titled ctDistrihution Questions concerning a Character Sum” [231. In this article,

he stuclied the distribution of the sum S(x) (as defined ahove) by calculating

the measure of the set of s g [0, 1] where S(x) > O for primes congruent to 3

(mod 4). lVlontgomery clefined this measure as:

= I{x e [0,1]: S(x) > O} where p 3 (mod 4).

and proved Theorem 0.0.1. Montgomery achieved his upper hound for c(p) (which

states that for any > 0, there are infinitely many primes p 3 rnod 4 such that

(p) < + ) hy modelling the Legendre symbol (), (q a prime, and p a prime

collgruent to 3 mod 4) hy a totally multiplicative arithmetic function a, where

aq
= () for q 3, auJ a3 = —1. A detailed proof of this theorem is given in

Chapter 3. We will improve Molltgomery’s lower hound resuit for c(p) (which

states that c(p) > for all primes p 3 mod 4) from to 250000 in Chapter 3.

Theorem 0.0.1 telis us that S(s) can be negative for nearly 2/3 of the values

of s E [0, 1], but uot for almost all values of s g [0, 1]. The ideas found in

IVlontgomery’s proof can also be used to show that there are infinitely many

primes p 3 (mod 4) for which c(p) > 1 —

Further, his following theorem of the same article, shows that the above results

would not be affectecl if we were to consider the set ofx g [0, 1] for which S(s) O

instead of S(s) > 0.

Theorem 2.6.4 (H.L. Montgomery). Let c(p) = max [0, 1]: $(x) = ail.
Then c(p) tends to O as p tends to infinity.
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PROOF 0F MONTGOMERY’S THEOREM

In this chapter, we will provide a detailed proof of Theorem 0.0.1 using the

icleas that were outïined by Hugh L. Montgomery in his article “Distribution

Questions concerning a Character Sum” [23]. Montgomery proved that the sum

= () can he negative for nearly 2/3 of the values of x e [0, 1] but
flpx

not for ail values of x e [0, 1]. He showed this by modeiling the Legendre symbol

() by a totafly multiplicative arithrnetic function. He ciefined this function to

he equal to the vaiue of the specific Legendre symbol given by () (q a prime) if

q 3 and equal to —1 if q = 3.

The last section of this chapter will give an improvement on the lower hounci

result ohtained hy Montgomery. We will improve the bound from (as was

statecÏ hy Montgomery) to 25OOOo To arrive at our ;iew result, we will essentially

just refine Ivlontgomery’s proof. We recali here the foilowing ciefinition:

= I{x e [0,11: S(x) > 0} where p 3 (rnod 4).

3.1. LEMMAs

In this section, we will coilect together the lemmas that were used hy Mont

gomery in his proof.

The following lemma gives Fourier expansions for the sum $(x) ()npx

as were establisheci hy G. Pélya [27].
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Lemma 3.1.1. Let x { t m N}. If p 1 mod 4 then $(x) has the Fourier

expansion

S(x) ( () sin2nnx
(3.1.1)

P ‘ J

If p 3 rnod 4 then S(x) has the Fourier expansion

=

-

() coS2x)
(3.1.2)

where L(1) = Z () . These Fourier expansions converge unzformty (in x,

for p fixed), except in neighbourhoods of jump discontinuities of S(x) in which

case the partiat sums are uniformty bounded. These jump dis continuities occur

when x { t ru E N}.

Remark 3.1.2. We note here that the set { t m E N} is of measure nuit. Since

we witt be studying a measure, we can safeiy assume as in the above temma that

x{tmN}.

In view of the Fourier expansioll for the case p 3 mod 4, write:

I(x) = () C0527Tfl1
(3.1.3)

ri= 1

so that

(L(1) -

The following two lemmas evaluate the second aid fourth moments respectively.

for the function T(x) as introduced above.

Lemma 3.1.3.

f T(x)2 dx
= 2

(i_ ). (3.1.4)
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PR00F.

f T(x) dx
- f’ ( () ces 2nnx)2

dx

- f ( (n) cosnx) ( (rn) cos7nx)

= [1 (mn’\ cos2rinxcos2rnx

JOmn>i\sPi in n

S ince,

r’ (1 ifm=n,

J ces 2îrrnx cos2irnx dx =
2

(3.1.5)

10 ifm4n.

we have

f’(x)2dx =

m=n

= since ()
= { 1 if (p, n) = 1,

O ifpn.
pn

We caii write this as an Euler product, giving:

f (x) dx =411(1 -4) ‘ 4(1
-

4)11(1
-

4)’
= %c2 (i 4) Q- 4).

E

The latter part of the following proof uses a different approach from that of

iVlontgornery.

Lemma 3.1.4.

f’ (x) dx
<

(3.1.6)
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PRO 0F.

f T(x’ dx f (z () cos2nx)’

= 1

(fl1112fl3fl4) f H (cos2nx) clx

1 <j <4

1 1 (nln2n37l4
(e2mfhx + e2’) dx

2 ‘\ P I
1<j<4

Considering cj e {1, —1}, the typical terrn for

fl
(2?rt; + e2 rIJx)

eau be written as

1 2i( 1 if Z i = 0,

f e dx =

o
O otherwise.

This gives

f T(x)4 dx
(nin2nun1) -

Change the variables by setting m = n1 + 2n2 = —Ô3n3 — Ô4n4, n = Ô2n2 and

N = —n-1. further silIce p 3 mocl 4, we have i() = i__(L) and so,
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f Tp()4 dX=

nz
(m_n)nm_N)N(p

n,NO or ni

nZ ( n (7n- n)

(n (rn- n))
2

nO or ni

/

In(ln_n)I)
rrzZ nEZ

nO or m

=
In(_n)I) + ( n(m_n)I)

nO mO nO,m

= (2

2

nm n)
-2

n(m- n))

2

n>1 m>1 1<n<m o>m

=C(2)2+±±(2+1)
(+1))2

m>1 m<n 1<n<m

(3.1.7)

We will now evaluate each of the muer sums, S and $2. First we evaluate $2.

32= + 1=2
. (3.1.8)

1<n<m 1<n<rn 1<n<m—1

To evaluate $, take M large and r n — rn. Then we can write

(+fl= L (3.1.9)
rn<n<M ,n<n<M 1<r<M—m 1<r<m M—m<r<M

anci when M — oc, we are left with S
— Z 1 These resuits then

1 <r <m—1

give

(2$ _$2)2 = (_4
12)2

(3.1.10)
1 <j<m— 1

= 16(
1)216

j ru j ru
1<j<m—1 1<j<m—1

16( + 4.)+ (3.1.11)
1<i<m 1<j<m
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and SO

in>1

-

2- 4+2- +2-
m>1 1<ij<m rn>1 1<i<m m>1 1<j<rn m>1

4+2 —+(4). (3.1.12)
m>j>i>1 m>i>1 m>j>1

\‘Ve observe that the first three sums in (3.1.12) are of the form

Z f9 g In Chapter 1, we defined such sums as q,. .. , qg)

(sec (1.9.1)). In [141 A. Granville gives formulas for evaluating C(N — 1, 1) when

N 3 and for evaluatillg C(N — 2, 1, 1) when N > 4, and so by identities (6), (7)

and (8) of page 98 of [141 we have

7nlj
m>j>i>1

= C(2, 2) = %C(22
-

m>i>1 -

C(3, 1) = (4) - ((2)2.

rn>j>1

Substituting these resuits in (3.1.12) gives (2S — S2)2 = (1). Since
rn>1

(2) = Ç and C(4) = Ç, putting this in (3.1.7) we get

1 1 4

f T(x)4dx

E

3.2. PR00F 0F THEoRE’I 0.0.1

‘vVe vi11 first prove the assertion that for any > O, there exist infinitely many

primes p 3 mod 4 such that n(p) < + . and later that n(p) > for ail

primes p 3 rnod 4.

PR00F. Suppose p 3 mod 4. Let > O he giveir, and put P = 4 fl p, where y

py

is a parameter which will depenci only on . Our first aira is to Show that there is

a reduceci residue class a (mod P) such that if p a (mod P), then T(x)
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for x in a set S [0, 1], where S > — c.

We define an arithmetic function a,, as follows: Let a- be totally multiplicative,

= () for p 3. anci (13 —1. Put

U(x) cos 2nx.

Then U(i) is related to T(x), for

U(x) ZZcos27rn.x
k=O n=1

3kIn

°° °° jktm’

Z Z 3k
cos(2rr3kmx)

k=O m=1
3{m,

n

= Z(1)k3_T3kx)

We use this formula to trace the hehaviour of S3 hack to T. and hence to U.

first, we note that, siice

53(1/3) () () =‘n <1

an cl

S3(2/3) = () () + () =1+ (-1) =0.
n<2

we have:

o ifO<x<,

S3() = 1 if <x < (3.2.1)

o if<x<1.

Deflue e as the distance from e to the nearest integer, e min e —

Hence,

for x 11< 53(x) O, and so T3(x) = L3(1)

anci

1 7r —97r
for x > , 53(I) = 1, and so Ts(x) = L3(1)

—

=



Thus for x 11< , using that < T3(y) < for ail y E R,

U(x) (l)k3_kT(3kT)
= T@) —

T3(3kx) + T3(3)
k=O k>1 k>2

k odd k even

Therefore, for x 11< ,

n 1 n 1—27r

kdd ken

= 3(Z3kZ3k)
k odd k even

=

= 3(’ 9(1_1/9))

=

a 1 mod q, for

a flq mod q for

q 3, i.e. fbr ()
q 1 mod 12,

q 11 mod 12.

{ q 5 mod 12, i.e. for () —1

q w 7 mod 12.

39

U(x) > (3.2.2)

Recail that hy clefinition, aq (.) where q 3 and a3 = —1. Now, we would

like to show that there exist infiniteiy many primes p w 3 mod 4 such that for q

prime,

() ifq3andq<y,

if q 2, (3.2.3)

—1 ifq=3.

To do this, we will show that there exist infinitely many integers a such that

a w 3 mod 8,
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where flq is such that () = —1. The ahove is true by the Chinese Remaincler

Theorem. Now, Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in an arithmetic progression implies

that there exist infinitely manv primes p a (mod q). So. () (). Now, by

the Law of Quadratic Reciprocity,

Hi’

and () =
- (-1) 2

So when = 1 then
\qj

1 since a 1 mod q
\qJ

and 1 since p a rnod q.
\\qj

Similarly, when () = —1 then,

() —1 since a E flq mod q and () —1

and —1 since p u mod q.
\qJ

Putting the ahove together then gives () = () = a for ail primes q y.

Hence, for such p, () a7, for ail n < y. This forces T(x) to resernhle U(x),

f((ï) — U(x))2 dx
= f’ () cos2nnx

— anc052n)2 d

1 œ

- f (z ((t)
-

cos271x)
di

t tnN N t /mN N cos 2irnx cos 27rmx
= I ({—j—an)((—J—am) dx

Jo n,m>1 J \pJ J n rn
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AuJ by (3.1.5), we have

f(Tp(x) - U(x))2 dx
((z)

- an)
((z)

-
m) *

m=n

2

= %Z((an)
n>1

Since () = 0,1 or —1, a
= () for n <y ancl a = 1 or —1, (() _a)2

0,1or4;
1

f ((x)_U(x))2dx<2.

Further, since
[00f 1

L—<I —dtzz
n2J t2 y’

n>y Y

we get
t’ 7

/ ((x) - U(x))2 dx < -. (3.2.4)
Jo Y

From (3.2.4) and the lower bounci for U(x) (3.2.2), we see that if 7j(x) < and

P x 11< , then T(x) — U(x) > . But in view of the above, the set E of x

with this latter property satisfies

E I f d f (T(x) — U(x))2 dx

ancl so
9

I E I 10_2 <

y
Thus, if y> , then

lEI 2

and so E 1< .

We have now estahlished that for any > 0, there are numbers a, P, (a, P) =

1, such that if p a (mod P) then

S(x) L(1)

on a set of measure > — . Thus if we can show that there are infinitely many

primes p w a (mod P) for which L(1) < , we will prove that $(x) > O on a

set of measure < + . Suppose that p w a (mod P), and that () = —1 for

all primes q such that y < q < &‘. By quadratic reciprocity this will 5e the case
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if p b (mod Q), Q = 4 fl p, where b is chosen suitahly. from Montgomery’s
p<eY

article [231, we have the asymptotic average of L(1) for primes p b (mod Q)
given by

11(1- H (1+
-1

(3.2.5)
q<y

q)
y<q<e

q)

where aq
= (g), for q a prime, (q 3) anci a3 = —1; which equals

(1+ ) ‘( () )
1

H ‘+-
q<y y<q<e

q)

1 1\_1

(‘-())- H t’+-=ll qJq<y y<q<e

We will obtain an approximationAs y — œ, the first product is L3(1) =

for the second product:

1’\
1 n (i+

-1 n (i 1)
-1

H
(+1) — q<cY

-- f
q-)

q<eV
q

—1— /

y<q<e
q — n (i + n fi — (1 —

qy
q)

qy
q) q-)

Appealing to Merten’s Theorem (1.4.1), for large y, we have

e7/1ne n fi—n’
1+-iH ( i 1

q<eV
q) lny

H (i
—y<q<e

q) e/1ny n (i
—

y<q<e!1

qy
q-)

Further,

log H (i ) = - iog (i + +
y<q<CY y<q<eY

q
y<q<&J

2 î2 2
< -< / -dt=-,

q>y Jy Y

and so

H (i’=i+o().
y<q<eY

q

Therefore, we have

H (i+1zJZ..
y<q<eV

q)

Hence, if y is sufficiently large, > O, then an asyniptotic average of L(1) for

1 < . Choose = and since weprimes p b (mod Q) is approximate y
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have shown that on average, L(1) < for primes p b (mod Q); it follows

that L(1) < for infi,ite1y many primes p b (rnod Q), ancl hence S(x) > O

on a set of measure < + . This completes the proof of the first assertion of

Theorem 0.0.1.

We now prove the second assertion of Theorem 0.0.1 which states that c(p) >

for ail primes p 3 mod 4. ‘Ne observe that for p 3 (3.2.1), the assertion that

c(p) > gifl, is true. We assume p> 7. Applying H6lder’s inequality and using the

resuits of Lemmas 3.1.3 arid 3.1.4, we have

f1 dx (f’ I(x)I dx) (f’(x)4

ancl so

t fIT (x)I dx> _p-2))3
= 52 (

-

‘z’
— 19 x 36 \ p2)

Therefore,

f T(x) dx> (_
1)/

(3.2.6)

and since p > 7,

f T(x)I ctx
(48)3/2

> 0.26 = . (3.2.7)

We know that

f’ itx dx = () f’ cos 2nx dx
(n) 1 [sin2x]io

therefore,

f -T(x) dx = f(I(x)I - (x)) clx = f’(I(x)I) dx,

O<x<1
x;T (x) <O

and by (3.2.7),

f -T(x) dx> (3.2.8)

O<x<1
x :T (x) <O
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Then, by Cauchy’s inequality,

f -(x) dx
< ( f 1 dx) (f (x)2 dx)

O<x<1 O<x<1
x:Tp(x)<O x:Tp(x)<O

and using (3.2.8),

< ( f
ldx)(fTp(x)2dx)2.

O<x<1
x:1i, () <O

Then appealing to Lemma 3.1.3 gives:

f 1 dx
> (13/100)2 = (13/100)2

fTp(x)2dx (l—p2)

x:T(x) <O

t13\212 2 1 /13N212 1

i) (‘-P-) >j)

Thus, we find that T1(x) < 0 On a set of measure greater than . However, if

T(x) <0, then S(x) > (L(1)) > 0, since L(1) is a positive function. This

then proves the assertion that c(p) > for ail primes p 3 mod 4. D

3.3. A L0wER BouND FOR (p)

We observe that the second assertion of IVlontgomery’s theorem can be im

proved, such that we obtain:

Theorem 3.3.1. for ati primes p 3 mod 4, cdp) > 250000• for att primes

PR00F. Fr0111 (0.0.4) auJ Lemma 3.1.1, we have

(p)= f ix= f ix> f ix.

0<1<1 O<x<1
x:L(1)—T(r)>0 x:Tp(x)<0

\/Ve will first prove the second assertion of Theorem 3.3.1. Thus we will show that

f i dx>
—

(3.3.1)

O<x<1
x:7, (x) <O
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and since for q 821,

—

—

we can say that forp > q > 821

f 1
> 8

— iO. (3.3.2)

O<x<1
x T,, (x) <O

Taking p q, and using the sarne approacli as Montgomery, we will prove (3.3.1).

If p> q, (3.2.6) gives

f1 (x) dx
- 1)3/2

Hence, we obtahl (as in (3.2.8)),

3/2

f -(x) dx> (i_

O<x<1
x:I, (x) <O

Next, we apply Cauchy’s inequality, and obtain the resuit:

f
O<x<1

x;T,, (x) <O

Thus, we find that if p > q, I(x) < 0 on a set of measure greater than

(i
—

. Owing to the fact that L(1) is aiways positive, it follows that

n(p) > (i
—

for p q. further for q > 821, we have by (3.3.2) that

n(p) > — io.

We now prove the first assertion of Theorem 3.3.1 which states that for ail primes

p 3 mod Q) > 250000• We observe that for the first three primes p

3 mod 4, (i.e p = 3,7, 11), S(x) O for ail vaines of x [0, 11. Therefore,

assertion clearly holds true for the primes p = 3, 7 and 11. Taking q = 19 in

(3.3.1), directly gives c(’) > 250000 for ail p > 11. D



Chapter 4

PRELIMINARY LEMMAS

In this chapter we collect together some technical lemmas that will form the hasis

of the proof of Theorem 0.0.2 which will be given in Chapter 5. The first three

of these lemmas are simple analytical decluctions of existing resuits of analytic

number theory. The next two however follow a combinatorial approach in which

we estimate the maximum and minimum possible size of a set of real numbers

satisfying certain conditions.

4.1. LEIMAs

The foilowhig lemma shows that we cari truncate the Fourier series (whose

Fourier coefficients are given by () ), up to an error terni. The error term is

determined by our choice of the length of the truncated sum. This lemma uses the

Pâlya-Vinogradov inequality and Fourier expansions for hoth infinite and fuite

character sums as were given by P6lya [271 for ail primitive characters.

Lemma 4.1.1. Forp a prime congruent to 3 mod 4 and H> /1og2p,

(n) cos(2nnx) = (n) cos(2nnx) 0(°gp)
(4.1.1)

n<H

PR00F. Recail from (3.1.2) that forp 3 mod 4, S(x) bas the Fourier expansion

given by:

- () cos2irnx)
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further, from Lemma 1 of [241, we observe that P6lya also gave the following

truncated expansion:

= ?
nH

(1 - e(-n/q)) + 0(1) + (4.1.2)

71+0

where is a primitive character (mod q) and r(x) is the Gauss sum.

Consider (n)
= Q!) where p 3 mod 4. We know that for p 3 mod 4,

Tc i and (z!!) = — (n). Rewriting (4.1.2) for p 3 mod 4 gives

=

(n) 1 (n) cos(2unx)
+o()

+o()).

(4.1.3)

Now, comparing (3.1.2) and (4.1.3), we have

f fl”\ 1 — (n cos(27rnx)

p) n
n1 n>!

(n) 1 (n) cos(2unx) 0(1ogp)
+o(±).(4.1.4)

n<H
j) T!

n<H
p n H

Note that by Stieltjes integral,

(4.1.5)

and hy the Pôlya-Vinograclov Inequality, (n) <j1ogp and hy integration
n<t

by parts of (4.1.5),

fn 1 0(/jiIogp

H
n>H

Using this resuit in (4.1.4) anci taking H> log2p the resuit follows.

In the next lemma we give an upper bound for an infinite suri of the reciprocals

of integers with srnall prime factors. The corollary that follows as a resuit of this

lemma gives a more specific resuit where we consider ail integers with prime

factors smaller than iog2 p, where p is a large prime. This resuit wili be directly

applied in our later work.
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Lemma 4.1.2. For any u, O < u < 1, we have

Z (4.1.6)
71, —

n>H
P(n)<y

where c = fl (i
—q prime

qy

PR00F. The resuit is a simple consequence of Rankin’s trick, whereby

Z () = H II (‘
n>H n>1 n>1 q prime

P(ii)<y P(n)<y P(n)<y q<y

Corollary 4.1.3. For y <log2p, we have

1 o(1)

Z — <
=. (4.1.7)

P(n)<g

PROOF. Taking u = in (4.1.6), gives

P(n)<y

From Lemma 4.1.2, we have that (i
—

‘.
We will evaluate

q prime q
qy

for y log2p

1ogc = — 10g (i_ =

q prime q prime
qy qy

auJ hy partial s1,lmlflatioll and the Prime Number Theorem,

-
= f -j- ct( Z 1) - d(7r(t)) =

q prime q prime
q<y q<t

2 ‘°“ ) o(1)giving ci = e Hence for y < log p. Cql = e logIogp p . E

Let P he a fuite, orclered set of real nurnhers such that the cardinality of

the positive elements of P is known. Lemma 4.1.4 states that if there exists any
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orclereci set Q 0f the sarne cardinality as P anci such that the elements of Q are

close enough to the elements of P, then we can deduce an tipper bound for the

carclinality of the positive elements of Q. Corollary 4.1.5 and Lemma 1.1.6 that

follow are based on exactly the same approach as this lemma (Lemma 4.1.4).

While Corollary 4.1.5 gives a lower hound for the carclinality of the negative

elernents of the set Q, Lemma 4.1.6 gives an upper hound for the same.

Lemma 4.1.4. Let N N, a E R where O < j < N — 1. Reorder the a ‘s, as

fottows:

aiao<Oar»aIv_i.

Fix e> 0. Let k be that integer less than T snch that

a<cN<a (4.1.8)

if such an integer k exists, otherwise let k = r. If b0, . . , E R are snch that
N-1

Z (o, — b)2 < c, then

I{i:b >0}I <(N—r)+k.

PROOF. Cail A = {i : b > O} anci m = Ai. We can write our set A as:

A=AUiL

where

= A n {i : a > O} = {i : b, a 0} C {i : a 0}.

and

A_ =An{i : a <O}={i : a <0< b}.

And thus,

A c {i : a1 >O} U{i : a <0< b,}. (4.1.9)

further, silice
N—1

(a—b)2 (aj_bj)2,

i:a<0 i=0
b >0
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N-1
using the hypothesis that b0,. .. , b_ are such that (a

—
b)2 < e. we have

(a
— b)2 <e.

i:a<0
b>0

Also,

(a —b)2 = a+b —2ab a for a <0,b O

anci sot

a< (a-b)2<c. (4.1.10)
iEA_ i:a<0 i:a<0

b0 b0

Note from the hypothesis of this lemma that we have the a’s ordered as follows:

ar_1ar_2...a1<ao<O<ar<.•.<aN_1.

Suppose

A_={0io<i1<...<i1_1<r—1} sothatit>twhere0<t<t—1.

The orclering of the a’s gives:

Iar_iI Ja_ > a laol >0

and as r — 1 h t 0, we have la,l atl. Therefore:

l—i t—i

further. we have supposed that A_Ï t and so:

Za=Za >Za. (4.1.11)
iEA_ t=0

Owing to (4.1.10) and (4.1.11), we have:

t—i
1 1 2a a. <e

t=0 iEA_

Our hypothesis telis us that either there exists a k < r, such that

k—i k
1 1 2
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or else we let k r. Thus, it follows that

auJ so t < k. Hence A_i < k. From (4.1.9), we then have:

m=AI<I{i:aO}+IA_I(N—r)+IA_i<(N—r)+k.

Lemma 4.1.4 irnrnecliately leads to the following corollary:

Corollary4.1.5.LetNeN,a7ERwkereO<i<N—1. Firc>O. If
N-1

bo,. .. , E R are snch that (a — b)2 < c, then
i=O

b, <O}I > r — k,

wkere k and r are as defined in Lemma

Lemma 4.1.6. Let N N, a R where O < j < N — 1. Reorder the a ‘s, as

folÏows:

aN_1 .... <ar+1 a <0 < a <a1

fix e> 0. Let k be that integer tess than r snch that

a <eN
k

if si eh, an integer exists, otherwise let k = r. Then, if b0 bN_l E R are sucÏi
N-1

that (a; — b)2 < e, then

b <OH <(N—r)+k.

PR00F. The proof for this lemnia follows in exactly the same way as the proof

for Lemma 4.1.4. Note that in this case r = : a O}I.



Chapter 5

THE DISTRIBUTION 0F S(x) FOR

p3 (rnod4)

5.1. INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 3, we studied in cletail Hugh L. Montgomery’s [23j 1974 resuit

in which he used analytic techniques to show how frequently the sum $() =

() is positive (where p is n prime congruent to 3 (mod 4)). Our goal in this
flpx

chapter wili be to stucly how frequently the same sum S(x) is negative, and hence

we will prove Theorem 0.0.2. In Chapter 3 we saw that Montgomery’s main idea

was to model the Legelldre symbol by another totaily multiplicative arithmetic

function. Even though we wili employ this same idea, our choice of function

will he clifferent. Whule Montgomery’s modelling function was cÏependent on the

prime 3, ours wili be essentially inclepencleit, aHowing us to consider ail possible

sequences of the Legendre symbol. In order to derive sensible resuits from ail

these possible values, we wilI use analytic techniques, cornbi;atoriai ideas and

perform a series of numericai computations.

As is evident from Theorein 0.0.2, assuming GRH, we showed that for a posi

tive proportion of primes p 3 mod 4, S(x) is ilegative for at most 71.5 percent

of the values of x e [0, 1]; and of these primes, there is at ieast one prime for which

S(x) is negative for at most 36.9 percent of the values of x e [0, 1]. Also based

on GRH, we further showed that for a positive proportion of primes p 3 mod 4,

$(x) is negative for at least 25.4 percent of the values of x e [0, 1]; and of these
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primes, there is at Ieast one prime for which S(x) is negative for at least 65.9 per

cent of the values of z E [0, 1]. However. Montgomery’s resuits are unconditionai

anci imply that $(x) can be negative for nearlv 2/3 of the values of x [0, 1],

but not for almost ail values of r E [0, 1]. Thus, even though we were unable to

improve this result of Montgomery’s; we observe that one of the Legendre sym

bol sequences which correspond to our result matches the {1, —1} sequence that

woulcl be generated hy Montgomery’s choice of modelling function. This suggests

that i\’Iontgomery’s resuit is in fact the best possible.

Our resuits were ohtained via algorithrns which were cocleci in C++, and

run on a two processor Xeon3 2.8GHz machine with 2GB RAM DDR266. The

results ohtainecl can he further improved (to match Montgomery’s resuit) by using

machines with higher RAM or even hy employing distrihuted processing.

for simplicity, we wiil define the foilowing measure:

(p) : E [0. 1]: S(x) <0}I. (5.1.1)

Recali that in the notation of Theorem 0.0.2, o(p) was defined to he the measure

of the set of x E [0, 1] for which S(x) is positive for primes p w 3 (mod 4) (see

(0.0.4)). Note then that ,u(p) = 1 — c(p). To give a hrief overview of how we

will prove Theorem 0.0.2, we will hegin hy recalling from Lemma 3.1.1, that for

primes p w 3 (rnod 4), the Fourier expansion of S(x) as given h Pâlya gives

S(x) = (t -
(n) cos2nx)

where L(1) = () . Taking the Euler product we can prove that L(1) is

aiways positive for ail primes p. We will see later that, owing to the ahove Fourier

expansion of S(x), the measure clefined as ti(p). can be bounded hv the measure

of the set of x E [0. 1] for which the fourier Series
—

(s) is negative.
n= 1

And thus, we will calculate explicit upper and lower hounds for t.his measure.

To do so, we wili approximate this Fourier series hy another series

—

()cos2nx where À isa totaily multiplicative arithrnetic function used

qIqy

to inodel the LegencÏre symbol (t). We will define our function À(q) to he equal
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to 1 or —1 for ail primes q < y (where y is a parameter) and equal to zero for

primes q > y. Moreover, since À is inclepenclent of the prime p; we wiil be able

to compute values for the corresponding truncated series, for a fixecl y, for ail

possible À. These computations will he performeci based on Algorithm A.1.1 and

the first part of Algorithms A.1.2 and A.1.4. These algorithms are available in

Appendix A.

Then, given À and y, we will consider those primes p 3 (mod 4) for which

() = À(q) for ail primes q <y. In this case,
—

ÀC0 will serve as

qIn=qy

a gooci moclel for the Fourier series
— () cos2nx Via Lemma 5.4.1, we will

prove that these two series are very close to each other. Owing to the closeness of

these two series, and using the numerically computed values of the truncated series

of
—

À(n)c0s2x; we will appeal to the combinatorial lemmas of Chapter

q In=q<y

4 to obtain bounds for the measure of x E [0, 1] for which
— () cos2nx

negative. iViore precisely, on the hasis of these lemmas, we will formulate two

main theorems, Theorems 5.2.1 ancl 5.2.3. While Theorem 5.2.1 will provide a

method to obtain a lower bound for our measure, Theorem 5.2.3 will provide a

method to obtain an upper bound for it.

These theorems will serve as a hasis for formulating the latter parts of Ai

gorithms A.1.2 anci A.1.4 and the iterative Algorithms A.1.3 anci A.1.5 (refer to

Appenclix A). These will in turn he used to perform a series of numerical compu

tations ancÏ yield the resuits for the desirecl hounds. The explicit results ohtainecÏ

at each iteration have been tahulateci and are available in Appendix 3.

5.1.1. Definitions and Notation

Here we wiil farniliarize ourselves with certain notation and clefinitions that

will be central to our work in this chapter.

We will denote the fourier series whose measure will be studied as

T()
=

(n) cos2nnx
(5.1.2)
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Remark 5.1.1. Note that the above deftn’ition ofT(x) is different from the one

used for Montgomery’s pTooj in Ghapter 3 (see (3.1.3,)).

Then, we note here that in view of the Fourier expansion of S(x) as given by

P6lya (Lemma 3.1.1) we can write

s(x) = (L(1) + (x)).

We put

/3(p) := [0,1] : T(x) <°}I. (5.1.3)

Definition 5.1.2. For q a prime number and y a parameter, let À(q) be an

arithmetic function that is totally multiplicative which satisfies À(q) = —1 or 1 if

qy, andÀ(q)=Oifq>y.

Remark 5.1.3. This is tire function winch we witt use to modet tire Legendre

symbol (as was explained in tire description that preceded tire definitions).

Definition 5.1.4. P(n) is deftned as the largest prime factor of n.

Definition 5.1.5. Given À and y as above, T,0(x) is defined as

cos 2rrnx
T,5(x) := — À(n)

n
(5.1.4)

71>1
P(n)<y

Remark 5.1.6. We wilt compute values for a truncated se’ries of T,5(x), and

use these values to approximate upper and tower bounds for /3(p).

Having presented the above notation and definitions, the next section will now

record the main theorems, Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.3. The proofs of these theorems

xviii be given later in section 5.4 after we state some preparatory lemmas in section

5.3.

5.2. THE MAIN THEOREIv1s

The main theorems assume GRH and give upper and lower bounds for /3(p).

for fixed À and y, and N such that P(N) <y and large enough (expiicitiy stated

in the theorem), we xviii compute values for a truncateci series of T,0() for ah

O <j < N — 1. (We note here that the first condition on N serves as a technicai

requirement in our work, and in fact we can do without this condition simply
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by doing more sophisticateci analysis). Next, we wili consider primes p for which

=
(j for ail primes q < y. Uncier this condition, the seconci moments of the

difference between I(x) anci TÀ,,,(x) will he very smail. Owing to the resulting

similarity between these two functions, we expect the measure of the set x E [0, 1]

for which T,5(x) is negative, to 5e close to the measure /3(p). Hence, we wiil be

abie to hound /3(p).

Given that we are ahie to analytically hound the second moments of T(x) —

T.,5(x); assuming GRH, we will deduce a bound for the corresponding discrete

second moments of T()
— T.x,(*), uncler the assumption that the error term is

very small. In section 5.4 we wili prove that this is true for a positive proportion

of primes p 3 mod 4 for which (q) (j for all primes q < y, provided

is large. However, during our computations, we will assume that the error term

is very smail for ah y > 29. Having established a bounci for the discrete second

moments, we observe that if we consicler our numerically computed values of the

truncated series of I\,(-/) for ail O < j < N — 1 to 5e the given set in the

combinatoriai lemmas of Chapter 4, our probiem is anaiogous to the scenario as

given by these lemmas. Thus, for a fixed À, y a simple application of the corollary

of Lemma 4.1.4 gives Theorem 5.2.1 and hence an explicit formula for a lower

bound for /3(p); and applying Lemma 4.1.6 gives Theorem 5.2.3 and hence an

exphcit formula for an upper Sound for /3(p).

We wihl now state the theorems. Their proofs will follow iater in section 5.4

after we have estabhshed some results that will serve as the hasis of these proofs.

Theorem 5.2.1. Assume GRH. Fi À and y a’nd define

c0 ( —

(i
— )

1).
Suppose that f(T(x) — T,0(x))2 dx < c for alt

qy

primes p 3 rnod 4 suck that (j À(q) for alt primes q < y. fi k1, k2 > O

and suppose that

(T() - - f((x) - T,0(x))2 dx
< k1y +

(5.2.1)
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hoids for att N (such that P(N) <y) satisfying

N> ( 100k2
(5.2.2)

-
01(Tp(x) - TÀ(x))2 dx)

Define a0, , ar_ to be the set of numbers {TÀ,() : 0 j N — 1},

ordered as fottows

and k to be the smattest integer snch that

N(c +
kiY)

(5.2.3)

Then,

r—k
/3(p)

N
(5.2.4)

for a positive proportion of primes p 3 rnod 4 for which () = (q) for alt

primes q <y.

Remark 5.2.2. Note that T>,,(x) is close to T(x) si’nce c — O as y —* oc. We

observe via (3.2..) that Montgomery obtained a simitar proximity between T(x)

and the Fourier series U(x).

Theorem 5.2.3. Assume the same hypotheses as in Theorem 5.2.1. Define

a0, a1,•• aN_1 to be the set of numbers {TÀ,() t O j N — 1}, ordered

as fottows

aN_;...ar+1<ar<O<ao<a1

and k to be the smattest integer such that

N(cy+
kiY)

Then,

<(N -r) + k
(5.2.5)

for a positive proportion of primes p 3 mod 4 for which () À(q) for alt

primes q <y.
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We remark here, that the final computed values ohtainecl for the upper and

lower bOufld 0f (p) suggest that for large y; t.here exists a prime p 3 mod 4

for which the upper anci lower bouncis for (p) are close to each other.

5.3. PREPARAT0RY LEMMAs

This section records some lemmas that will help in estahiishing the hypotheses

of the main theorems which were stated in the previous section. Before we state

and prove these lemmas, we will introcluce certain definitions.

5.3.1. Definitions

Definition 5.3.1. For p a prime, n e Z, y a parameter and P(n) as defined

eartzer,

fo if P(n)<y,

() otïierwise

wkere () is the Legendie symbot.

Definition 5.3.2. For () as defined above, we define T0(x) as:

T*o) (n) cos(2nx)
(5.3.1)

Remark 5.3.3. For À and y ftxed, if À(q)
= () for ait primes q < y, then we

observe that for primes p 3 mod 4,

= 1(x)
- TÀ,0(x).

Definition 5.3.4. Fix À and y. Let P be the set of primes p 3 mod 4 for

which () = À(q) for alt primes q <y and for x large, P P fl [x, 2x].

5.3.2. Lemmas

We note that the second hypothesis of tire main theorems states that for a

fixecl À anci y, N such that P(N) < y and large enough, and k1, k2 > O,

(() -

- f((x) - T,(x))2
ky +
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We will prove the above in section 5.4. The proof will involve averaging over the

set of primes P (Definition 5.3.4), and hence the ftrst two lemmas of this section

give resuits pertaining to P. The first of these, Lemma 5.3.5 estahiishes the

congruence class in which n prime p of P helongs, and applies the theorem baseci

on GRH for the number of primes in an arithmetic progression. Then, using

standard analytic number theory methods, it gives the size of the set P, up to

an error term. The second lemma, Lemma 5.3.6 uses the resuit as establisheci in

the first lemma for the congruence class in which a prime p of P belongs, and

applies the orthogonaiity relation for characters. Next, it appeals to a result of

character sums which is based on GRH, to deduce an upper hound for the average

of the sum of Legendre symbols () over the primes p in P1, where n has a large

prime clivisor which appears to an odci power.

Lemma 5.3.5. Assume GRH. For?1 as in Definition 5.3., x targe andy

me have

px +O(xlogx).

PR00F. By the definition of P (Definition 5.3.4), the set of primes p in P are such

that (q) () for ail primes q < y. It follows then by quadratic reciprocity, that

() = ±1 ciepending on the value of (q) anci the congruence class of q mod 4.

This implies that p is either a quadratic residue or a quaciratic non-resiciue

mod q. Further, since there are exactiy congruence classes that correspond

to quadratic residues rnod q and exactly 1 congruence classes that correspond

to quaciratic non-residues mod q, we can say that for each prime q < y, p lies in

one of %- congruence classes mod q. Now, owing to the fact that the primes

in P are aiso congruent to 3 rnod 4, put Q = 1 fl q. And so hy the Chinese

Remainder Theorem, p lies in one of fl (1) congruence classes mod Q. We
3qy

evaiuate Q for y <

Q =4 fl q=2]Jq = 2e° < 2x*. (5.3.2)
3qy qy
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Now, since Q < xE, under GRH we have that n(x, Q, a) = + O(log)

(see chapter 20 of [9]) anci so,

ii= (+olox) fl ().
3qy

‘vVe vill first evaluate the main term. Owing to the multiplicativity of the Euler

function,

(Q)=(4 II q)=5(4) II l(q)=2 fl (q-1) (5.3.4)
3qy 3qy

and SO the main term evaluates to

7r(x) fl (q—Ï)

___________

_Ç_1 (535
q(Q) fl 2 fl 2 2(YY

3qy qy

Next, we will evaluate the error term. By the PNT and for y

II (q 1)
<e0 <.r.

3qy

And thus we obtain our error term as O(x logx).

Lemma 5.3.6. Assnme GRH. Let P be as in Definition 5.3.4, x targe and

y < PS Then, if n lias a prime divisor> y which appears to an odd power,

1 (ri) log(nx)logx

I x1 1v P

PROOF. Using the same arguments as were useci in the proof of Lemma 5.3.5

we have in this case as well, that for p a prime in P (Defiuitioll 5.3.4), we can

say that p lies in one of the fl (1ji) congruence classes mod Q where Q =
3qy

4 fl q. Also, note that if for q prime, qk q < y then by Definition 5.3.4,
q prime

() = () = (q) for ah P1,P2 E P. Therefore. if we write n = kn1, where

qk q <y and (ni,Q) = 1 then

() = À(k) () = (k) (L) (5.3.6)
pE1’ pEP fl (LJ) pbmodQ

x<p<2x - x<p<2x
choices of b mod Q
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anci hy the orthogonality relation,

() = À(k) () (b1)(p). (5.3.7)
p

() xmodQx<p<2r p
3;qy

choices of b rnod Q

Taking the absolute value then gives

() () x(p). (5.3.8)
pEP () moU Q x<p<2x

choices of b moU Q

Note that (ai) is a character of modulus at most ri1Q = 4n1 fl q. Further,
3qy

owing to the fact that (ni, Q) = 1, anci that n has a prime divisor > y which

appears to an odd power, (‘r’) must 5e a non-principal character.

Now, by taking T = \/ in (13) on page 120 of t91 and using GRH, we have for

a non-principal character (rnod m) and A(n) the von-Mangoldt’s fullction,

(n)A(n) «Iog(m)1ogx.
n<x

By the above anci partial summation, we then have

«/1og(mx).
px

Applying this result to (5.3.8) gives

() log(n1Qx). (5.3.9)

n c ‘ xmodQ
—

choices of b mod Q

Note that hy (5.3.2) we have that Q Using this in (5.3.9) gives

() «Iog(nx) fl (Q
2

(5.3.10)
pEP: 3<q<y

And so, since for our choice of y < 12r Jlogx < ir(x)/(Q), owing to (5.3.3)

we obtain

(n) logix)(Q)
(5.3.11)
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Then, taking y < in (5.3.4) gives

2 fi (q—1) flq
9(y)

3qy qy

Further owing to the fact that ir(x) ‘ -, the resuit follows. D

As per Remark 5.3.3, and Definition 5.3.4 of the set P, for primes p E P,
I*(t) = I(t) — T.,(t) where I(t) is as in Definition 5.3.2. We notice that

the hypotheses of the main theorems involves the evaluation of (I(t)
—

(where p e P) anci hence that of the square of the function T,(t). The following

lemma gives an estimate for J(t)2. In cloing so, it appeals to the truncated

Fourier series resuit of Lemma 4.1.1 and the bound for the sum of the reciprocals

of integers with small prime factors as given hy Corollary 4.1.3.

Lemma 5.3.7. For T,(t) as in Definition 5.3.2 and x J31og2p vie have,

T*tt)2
= ( ()

cos(2lrnt))2
+ +

yi1ogp1ogx
+

P 10g2?)

- (5.3.12)

PR00F. By the definition of I,(t), it follows that

T (t) =
— z (n cos(2nnt) + (n cos(2nnt)

n>i P1 n n
P(n)<y

and owing to Lemma 4.1.1 and Lemma 4.1.2 we eau write:

T;(t) = - ()
0(gp) + (n) cos(2nnt)

___

n<H n<H
P(n)<y

= —

(n) cos(2frnt) +o() +o().
Y

1 9Let u , H = x> /logp, then:

T5(t) = _ ()
cos(2rnt) +o() +0()

and for y <log2p, hy Corollary 4.1.3

T5(t) =

- () +0()
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Therefore,

T*(t)2
= ( (n) cos(2nt) + + iogp))2

= ((n cos(2nnt))2Q(Po(fllo?)2

n x

+ o((Z
(n) cos(2nnt))( +

Now, since

() cos(2nt)
dn«logx

p ,, n <n 1 ‘U

the resuit follows. E

5.4. SATIsFYING THE HYPOTHESES IN THE MAIN THE0REMS

Before giving the proofs of Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.3, we notice that the hy

potheses of these theorems includes the following assumptions: assurning CRH,

for a fixed \ anci y, and () = À(q) for ail q <y where p 3 rnod 4,

f ((x)
- TÀ(x))2 dx <

where c
= — j (i

— ) ‘) and for N large enough such that P(N) y
qy

and k1,k2 >0,

(() _TÀ,Y())2_f (T(x) -TÀ,(x))2

Here we will first prove the above two assumptions and in turn, frame the hy

potheses of Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.3. We will use the resuits of the preparatory

iemmas given in Section 5.3.

5.4.1. Establishing the Hypotheses

The first Ïiypothesis is established by Lemma 5.4.1 which uses the clefinitions

of 177(x) and T.,(x) as given in (5.1.2) and Definition 5.1.5, respectively. In order

to force a resemblance between the two functions I(x) and TÀ,(x), this lemma

evaluates an upper bound for the second moments of T(x)
— TÀ,5(x). The resuit
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as is stated. is obtaineci b elementary integration of t.rigonometric functions, the

definition of the Legendre symbol. anci the standard form of expressing certain

sums as Euler products.

Lemma 5.4.1. Fix À and y. For ail primes p 3 (moci 4) snch that () = À(q)

for ail primes q <y, we have

f(T(x) — T.(x))2 dx < (5.4.1)

1)

PR00F.

f((x)
— TÀ,(x))2 dx

= f (_ () cos27
+ À(n)C0S2j dx

P(n) <y

fi ( () cos2nnx)2

P(n) >y

= i

( > () cosnx) ( () cos2mx)
dx

P(n)>y P(m)>y

= [1 (mn cos2irmxcos27rnx
dx.

mri>t p’ in n

P(m). P(i)>y

Now,

î1 ifm=n,

J cos2nmx cos2nnx dx 2
(5.4.2)

10 ifmn.
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Anci so,

—T\(x))2 d1’r
n>1

(1v) = ()
P(i,: >y

P(nt), P(n)>y,

1 1 tn2 fi if (p,n) = 1.
=

- smceI\_)=

I O if prz.
pii, Pfn)>y

if i i

= 2 2
\n>1 n>1

pn pin, P(n)<y

The above summations can then he written as Euler products, giving:

11
- TÀ,(x))2 dx (n (i_ - n (‘ )‘).

qp

Since

(i-)fl(i-)
1

ifp

qy
q fl (i

—

ifp > y.
qp q<y

alld assuming p > y, we consider

q<y q<y
qp

which then gives:

f((x)
- TÀ,5(x))2 dx ((i - (2)

-

- i1)

<(i-j(i)).
qy

D

The second hypothesis of the main theorems assumes GRH and is estahlished

via Lemma 5.4.2 and Corollary 5.4.3. In Corollary 5.4.3 we will evaluate the

explicit value for the constant k1 (see (5.2.1)) for ail y > 29. Lemma 5.4.2 uses

the clefinition of T(t) as given in Definition 5.3.2 anci of the sets P, P as in

Definition 5.3.4. The proof of this lemma is essentiaÏiy technical. aiid uses basic
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trigonometric identities, standard resuits of analytic number theory and Cauchy

Schwarz’s inequality. It appeals to Remark 5.3.3 which notes that for ail primes

p P, J(t) 1(t) — TÀ,(t) anci also to Lemma 5.3.7 which gives a formula

for T7(t)2 where the main term is given by a finite sum. It also uses the resuits

of Lemmas 5.3.5 anci 5.3.6 which assume GRH and respectively, estimate the size

of the set P and give a bounci for the average of a sum of Legencire symbols

() over the set of primes p e P for ail n that have a large prime divisor which

appears to an ocld power. The basic approach will he to take an average over the

set of primes P and hence approximate the value of

&
(.)2

- f’(t)2 )
We notice that the analytic and discrete second moments of

* t n’\ cos(2irnt)T5(t) = — ) n are very close for smali n. Hence, in order to ap

proximate the ahove, we will split the fuite sum in the formula for I,5(t)2 into

two fuite sums (of which the suffi over the larger n will yield the main term).

\iVe wiil then expancl out the resulting expression and obtain six terms, each of

which we wili evaluate individually.

Lemma 5.4.2. Assume GRH. Fix y and tet I5(t) be as in Definition 5.3.2.

Then, for x Ïaiqe, P1 as in Definition 5.3. and e1 > 0, there exist at teast

primes in P1, for wkich

(i2
- f T;(t) dt <Cy( + Y) (5.4.3)

‘where N is such that P(N) < y. further, for z sufficientty targe, and k a smatt
—k Io

positive constant, the number of suck primes p < z is at teast loglgz

PR00F. We will show that for e1 > 0,

1 (i2 f’T*(t)2 dt <(
+ Y). (5.4.4)
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We daim then that there exist at least 11 primes p E P such that (5.4.3) holcïs.

If our daim is false, we must have

T; (2f’.(t)2 dt Ci(+
Y)

for at least primes p e P. If so, we will get

(i)2 f’(t)2 Y)xI

— Cif 1

which contraciicts (5.4.4) and thus there must be at ieast primes p E P for

which (5.1.3) holcis. Note that hy Lemma 5.3.5, 1J + O(i logx).

b prove the second assertion of the lemma, for z sufficiently large. consicler

primes /F <p < z. Now, divicle this interval into dyadic intervals:

‘i= [‘] for 1<j<J

where J is the largest integer such that < r• By the first assertion of

the lemma, we have that in each interval I, at least haif the number of primes

p 3 mod 4 for which () = /\(q) for ail primes q <y, satisfy (5.4.3). Therefore,

the number of primes p < z that satisfy (5.4.3), is at least

I{pIj :P3mod4() =(q) for ail primesq<y

= I{pz:peP}l

and appealing to Lemma 5.3.5 we then have that for y < i2E, the number of

primes? < z tiiat satisfv (5.4.3) is at least ze where k is a positive constant..
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Now we will prove that (5.4.4) holds. By (5.3.12), for p> x> j5Iog2p

N—1 2 1
T* () -

j), N j0
j=0

N-1

ctt
1 ( () COS())2

— f’ (>Z () cos(2nt) 2

n )
3=0 y 0 y

°(‘)logx
+

bogpbogx P102P
+ o(? v x 2 )

and for x <p < 2x, the error term is O(x_0(1)). Now, we take an average over

the set of primes P, which gives

N—1 2 i I±*() -f T;0(t)2dt)<lsI+o( 11

Ix pyp j=0 I

where

s
=

(.)2

- f T;0(t)2 dt)
pEP j=0

and

I’n cos(2nnt)T* = t — (5 4 5)
n

Let M = and M <x. Then write

T*t) = T,YM(t) + T(t)

where we define

T1(t) ( cos(2nnt)
(5.4.6)

I<n<x
p)0 n
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Note that:

N-1
1

=Z
N-l

(T* ti 2

T* tj+0N2

N ) do)
i=o —

f12
N-l 1/2 tj 2 t+o2

= Z (f t N )) )3=o \J_1/2 \\

N-1(

1/2r

= f
(;,yj()+,;,A))2

—1/2

- (T
N ) + N )

2]

do)
tj+9

(j+o
N—1 1/2 t

___

tj+O21

ZI N) -« N)—1/2

+ _9T* ti+9N*1(i+O1
dO

N) N)]

In view of the above, ve write

S=$1+$2—$3—$4+2$5—2S6 (5.4.7)

where

N—1 1/2 2

si =
-— Z Z J T71,,1 () dO (5.4.8)

j=O —1/2

N—1 1/2 2

$2 Z Z f M () dO (5.4.9)
PCr j=O —1/2

N—1 1/2 tj+O
2

s3=*Zf N ) dO (5.4.10)
peP. j=O _1/2

N—1 1/2 rj+o 21 1
S4=ZZf N ) dO (5.4.11)

pEP j=O _1/2
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N—1 1/2

=
z z I TAJ () T1 () d& (5.4.12)
peP jO _1/2

N-1 1/2 tj+

___

J-1/2
M N ) TM () d&.(5.4.13)

Eva.luating each of the above ternis of S incÏividually, we will ohtaiir:

log1x 1
(5.4.14)

1
34 < — (5.4.15)

M

log2x 1 \/ij

f
(5.4.16)

1
36 « (5.4.17)

and
1

Si — 3 —. (5.4.18)
2M2

The details of the above evaluations vi1l follow later. for now, using the ahove

resuits. we have

IH Si — 531 + 1321 + 511 + 21351 + 21361
9

1 lor4 r 1 1o y log r 1 /Iog y
< ïi+ +—+——+ 1

Nx M y f
log2x 1 JI3j

«
f

Thus, for x large, y < 12e, M = , auJ cy > 0, we obtain (5.4.4). We will now

prove each of the resuits (5.4.14), (5.4.15), (5.4.16), (5.4.17), (5.4.18). Recail that

** f

IyA,j(x) and TP2AJx) are as clefined in (5.4.5) anci (5.4.6), respectively. The

cletails 0f the evaluation of $i. 52. 53 34, 55 and 56 are then as follows.

Evaluating S and 53: Note that besicles evaluating S — 33 as a single terrn as

stated in (5.4.18), we vi11 also evaluate S and 53 indiviclually, since their values

will he useci when evaluatmg 5 and 56. We will obtain:

Si < 1, (5.4.19)

53 < 1. (.5.1.20)
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By the definition of $ (5.4.8) and $3 (5.4.10), it is clear that $, $3 > 0. Now

we wilI give the details of the values obtaineci for $ — $3, S and $3. We will

write the diagonal and non-diagonal terrns of $i and $3 separately where the

non-diagonal terms are given by:

=

ZZ () (2)
cos

(2)

nm

(5.4.21)

/m (n\

=

f”2cos
(27r7fl(i+O) ) (2lrn(i+&))d9

pEP n,m<AI
nm

(5.4.22)

and the diagonal terms are given by:

= () cos
(2irm)

(5.4.23)

dO (5.4.24)

where

s1 = s + .s’ (5.4.25)

and

$3 $ + $. (5.4.26)

We will first evaluate the non-diagonal terms of S anci $3, i.e. we will evaluate

$ and $, and will show that in fact, they both equal zero. To evaluate $, we

will begin by evaluating tire inner sum in (5.4.21):

(2) (i) = [ (2(m±n)) (2u(7n_n))]

= ‘ (e1(’) +

+ ‘ (e(’’) + e_2i((’3)). (5.4.27)
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Since for I e Z,

N-1 fN if Nt,v 2,rit

O otherwise.

we have

N1

___ ___

f2N ifNI(m+n),
Z (e2hli(

(,+j 2lri( (rr±n)j ‘ \
N + e N s (5.4.28)

i=o otherwise.

Then, substituting (5.4.28) iII (5.4.27) a;d using the subsequent resuit in (5.4.21)

gives

s’ —

___

2 ( () ( ± (5.4.29)
<M

p p) mn’
per-,- nm Y Y J

;nn
NI(m+n)

However, owing to our choice of M , for 1 < ni n < M, we see that

N (rn±n) silIce O < Ini+nI <2M = N. Therefore, Z ( tfl
mn

NI(m±n)
And hence, ushg this fact in (5.4.29), the non-diagonal term of Si,

= 0. (5.4.30)

Next, to evaluate $, we will begin by evaluating the integral in (5.4.22):

1/2 2nrn(j + 9) 2irn(j +9)f COS(
N

)cos(
N )

1

I1/2
r (27r(rn + n)(j + 9) 2n(rn — n)(j + 9)

= 2 -1/2 [ N ) + ( )] (5.4.31)

and

1

4/2

___________ ____________

1 r’/2 —2(rn+r)c±)

j cos(2m+i+9)) d9=
4]_l/2

N +e N ] d9
N

1 2rri(,r±r)j
1/2 1/2

_________ _________

1 —2rri( ± )j —2(r ±n)

—e N / e2 N d9+—e N f e N ct&.
4 J-1/2 4 -1/2

Since
1/2

2(m±r)O
1/2 N/ e N d9

= f e N d9 = [em — em]

J-1/2 -1/2 2i(în + n)

N rrr(m+n)
sinl

n(in+n) N )
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and sin( — O if N( + n), we have that if N (rn + n), thenN

Hence we have

1 [1/2

2]1/2

N . t(in + n) 2(.±.)j —2i(O

4n(rn ± n) N ) [e N + e N

(5.4.32)

Then, substituting (5.4.32) in (5.4.31) and using the subsequent resuit in (5.4.22)

gives

However, by (5.4.28) we have

f27r(In + n)j

N
t 2(,,±n)j —2,(rn+r)j

N +e N

ÇN if Nj7n ± n,

otherwise.

(5.4.34)

and since N (m + n),

27r(rn + n)j

N )=o. (5.4.35)

Therefore, using (5.4.35) in (5.4.33), we have the non-diagonal terin of $3,

— O. (5.4.36)

Havillg shown that the non-diagonal terms of $ and $3, i.e. $ and $ (respec

tively) equal zero we now have by (5.4.25) and (5.4.26) that

1

I1/2
2n(m+n)(j + O))

— cos
2 1/2 ( N

27r(m±n)(+&))
=

N

N . tir(rn±n) (27r(rn+n)j

= 2n(m + n)
sin

N ] N

(2n)J) if N (m + n),

otherwise.

1
$rrz

2nIPI pEP (

f rn f n
s’il

(ra + n)mn
n,m<M
mn

N(m+n)

n(m + n)
N-1

_______

2n(rn + n)j

N
)cos(

N
i=o

f m fn

sin
(in — n)rnn

n,m<M
mn

N(m-n)

N-1

f ir(m—n)

N
i=o

2n(in — n)j

N ). (5.4.33)

$1 = (5.4.37)
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anci

$3 — $3. (5.4.38)

Thus, evaluating $ and $3 is equivalent to evaluating just their diagonal terrns

given hy $‘ and S’ respectively. We will first evaluate $‘. To do so, we will

hegin by evaluating the inner sum in $‘ as given in (5.4.23):

N-1 N-1 N-11 2irmj 1 47cm] 1 47cm] 1
Zcos2(

N N
)+i]=cos(

N )
By (5.4.34), we have that

= { if N12m,

j=O O otherwise.

and thus

cos2 (27c777) { if N12rn,
(5.4.40)

otherwise.

Using (5.4.40) in (5.4.23) we have:

= z tz () %+ (!) J) J+ z •
pEP m<M Y m<?vI Y m<]\f m<II

N12m N{’2m JVI2m Nt2m
P(m)>y P(m)>y

(5.4.41)

further, since M = , N 2m for m < M, and heilce we only have one terrn in

the sum which is when m M. Using this fact in (5.4.41) gives
m<M
N 12m

1 1 1 1 1 1
$‘ + z — < + z —. (5.4.42)

m<M m<1i
Nt2m

P(m)>y

Note that for N > 10,

1 1/1 1 1
(5.4.43)

and so using this in (5.4.42) gives

(5.4.44)
m>1
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Then, hy (5.4.44) and (5.4.37), we have S <1 ancl hence have provecl (5.4.19).

We will now prove (5.4.20) which states that $3 < 1. ‘vVe daim that

Sy — $3 > 0. We vi1I actually prove this when we evaluate $ — $3 to give

$ — $3 2 (see (5.4.18)). Since
()2

< 1, this will follow from (5.4.50)

= $3 + 2
(M)2 Given this and that $ <1, it directly

that $3 < $ < 1.

We will now prove that $ = $3 + 2
(M)2 Note that owing to (5.4.37)

(5.4.38),

— $3 = $‘
—

$ (5.4.45)

and further by (5.4.23) and (5.4.24), we have:

11(m2)I
(5.4.46)

pEP j_O m<M Y

where

‘im
f

[cos2 (2wm)
—

(2mti+ 0))]
dO. (5.4.47)

We will begin hy evaluating ‘j,m which is definecl in (5.4.47). We obtain

[1/2
F 2 (2rnj 2 t2m(j + 9)

‘3m
= J_1/2

[dOS
N ) — dOS

N
dO

1 1/2 4mj

_______

= 2 _1/2
[COS

N ) —

N

1 /47nj N t . t4n(j + . 4m(j
—

N ] —

— [5111
- ] —

N -

1 /47rrnj’ N r t4lTlnj’\ . ï2rm
—doSÇ )—————Icosl
2 N 4irrnc \NJ N
1 f47rTnj\ / Nsin()\

= —cost N (5.4.48)
2 \ N J\ 2rin /

Using (5.4.48) in (5.4.46), we have

() Nsin(%m))1(47rm)

pEP m<M jO

(5.4.49)
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and appealing to (5.4.39) for the inner sum cos (5.4.49) gives

9 2irm 9

-33
()1(’

- Nsm)
= j2 ()

N12m
(5.4.50)

since M = anci therefore we onïy have a terrn for ru iii.

Evaluating 32:

32 =

1 1 (mN (n 1
N-1

(2nmj (2nnj

N
)COS

N

= 3!+3.’ (5.4.51)

where S and 3’ are the non-diagonal and diagonal terrns respectively a.nd are

defineci as follows:

= rn<x

(m) (n)1 (2rn) (i)

nm

(5.4.52)

1 j. (m2)

Zcos2
(2mrrnJ)

(5453)
pEP M<rn<x j0

We will first evaluate the non-diagonal terrn 3f,. Comparing S as stated in

(5.4.21) ancÏ 3f, as stated in (5.4.52), we notice that the only clifference in these

two sums are the ranges of ru auJ n. Hence, in the sarne way as we evaluated

the sum over the j’s in 3, we cari evaluate the sum over the j’s in 3f, auJ thus

in the same way as we obtamed (5.4.29), for 3f, we have:

= 2IP
(Mi(() = 2IPI t Mm<x

(mu) ).
mrl ntn

NI(rn±n) NI(m+n)
P(m),P(n)>y

(5.4.54)
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Now, write the inner sum as D1 + D0 where

D1 = () 1, (5.1.55)
p mn

f<n. m

Ï’.’ I n)
P(m) P(n) >y

mn=Er,P(r)<y

D2 = () _L. (5.4.56)
M<n,rn<x

nn
NI(m+n)

P(m),P(n) >y
rnn=Llr,P(r)>y

To evaluate D1, write in = dus2, n det2 where for q prime, qd q > y and

P(uv) <y. And so we have

Dii < Z (us2)(vt2)
(5.4.57)

d<x us2 ut2
qIdq>y NId(ns2+vt2)

P(n,)<y

Since N is such tha.t for q prime, qN q < y and d is such that for q prime,

qid q > y. it foflows that (N. d) 1 ancl we obtain:

ID1 I < 4 log2 y = (5.4.58)
dx P(uv)<y s>1 t>1

qIdq>y

Substituting the estimate obtained for D1 in (5.4.54) gives us

S!2 «
+

D2, (5.4.59)
‘ pEP

and we cari rearrange j— Z D2 to give
pEP

D < () (5.4.60)
‘ pEP M<n,n.<z P

mn

P(ns),P(n)>y
mn=Or.P(r)>y

Owing to the conditions on mu, we cari applv Lemma 5.3.6, which gives

Z (mu) Iog(mns)logx logx
(5.4.61)

I 7i
pe2

51(2
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anci hence, substituting (5.4.61) in (5.4.60), gives

i1o2X(

peP M <n,m<x M <n,m< x AI <n,m <x
mn NI(m+n) NI(m—n)

IV I (rn+n) -‘

____________ ____________

P(m),P(n)>y Ai
mn=Er,P(r)>y

(5.4.62)

We will now evaluate A1 and A2. To evaluate A1, write rn —n k rnod N

where 1 <k <N, so that

A = = f ( ) ( ). (5.4.63)
M<n,m<x k=1 mk moU N n-k rnod N
NI(m+n) M<m<x M<n<x

A

To evaluate A, we write m = k + Nu, <u < k, so that

Z Z k+NufNt±kdt«. (5.4.64)
rn=kmodN N

M<m<x N — N

Sirnilarly, to evaluate Aj, we write n = Nu — k, k < < , so that

Nu_kfIkNt_kdt«Z (5.4.65)
na—k moU N

M<,x N — N

Thus using (5.4.64) anci (5.4.65) in (5.4.63), we have:

A1 <N()2
x.

(5.4.66)

To evaluate A2, write rn n k moci N where 1 <k N, so that

A2=

N(

)(
)N( )2

M<n,rn<x k=1 mk mod N nk moU N k=1 mk moU N
NI(rn—n) M<m<x M<n<x M<rn<x

(5.4.67)

We observe that = A as in (5.4.63). Thus by using (5.4.64) in
mk moU N

M<m<x

(5.4.67) we have

b y 2 lo2x
A2 <N(—1Z) = . (5.4.68)
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Then, by (5.4.62), (5.4.66) and (5.4.68), we have,

i (l0g2) (10g2 X) = log’x
(5.4.69)

- N jy
pE Pr

and using this in (5.4.59), we have the non-diagonal term of $2,

$ +
log4x

(5.4.70)
Y Nxra

Now we will evaluate the diagonal term of $2 which is given in (5.4.53) as

() cos2(2J).

péP M<m<x Y j=O

N-1
Appealillg to (5.4.40), the inner sum cos2 () takes the value if N 2m

i=o
and N otherwise. And so,

=

-yz( (z)
>

(z) )ptP M<m<i Y M<rn<x Y
NJ2m Nt2m

1 1 1
<

m2 2
If<m<x

NJ2m N{2rn

< -

< f « . (5.4.71)
M<m<x

Finally, replacing the values of S ancÏ S (as ohtained in (5.4.70) and (5.4.71)

respectively) in (5.4.51) we have

log’x 1 logy
32« 1

Nx M y

anci hence have provecl (5.4.14).

Evaluating $4:

= 1 1 9)2

d9

(mN (N

= NI z z
‘f (2rnU+ 9)) (27l(j+

9))d9
pEP. I<n,m<x J O

S + S’ (5.4.72)
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where S and S1’ are the non-diagonal and diagonal terms respectively anci are

defineci as follows:

f m\ fn\

= N1

(2nm(i+&) ) (2n(i+O))dO

mn

(5.4.73)

=
AI

() f’2cos2 2nmU+)d6 (5.4.74)

We will first evaluate the non-diagonal term S. Comparing St as statecl in

(5.4.22) and S as statecl in (5.4.73), we notice that the only difference in these

two sums are the ranges of m and n. Hence, evaluating the integral in S in the

same way as we evaluated the integral for S, we obtain (as we obtained (5.4.33)

for Si):

fm fn

= 2n ( n-n)mn
Siil

(ntm n))
‘cos

(2n n)J)

pE? AI<n m<x J O
mn

N(m+n)

f m f n

+ sin
(7 n))

‘
(2n(rn_ n)i)) (5.4.75)

iJ<n m<x J O
m$n

N(rn—n)

further owing to (5.4.34), it follows that the non-diagonal terrn of S.

= 0 (5.4.76)

and hence we have

34 = S’. (5.4.77)

Now we will evaluate the diagonal terni S’. To do so, we will begin hy evaluating

the integral in S’ as given in (5.4.74):

cos2 (2nm
+ ) d6 = cos

(4m
+ ) d9 * . (5.4.78)
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By (5.4.32), we have that

f’cos
(4TrnTrU+&)) {Sfl () () if N2rn,

O otherwise.

Using (5.4.79) in (5.4.78) and the subsequent resuit in (5.4.74), we have:

() 1(Nsii.i(2Trm)cos(4Tr7fli)+1)

pET’ 1\I<?I Y j=O
Nliim

(0)’h’?EPr M<m<x Y j=O
NI 2m

2 N—11 in 2irrn 1 47mm3 1 1

47TPx (__) (—-)-- ( ) +
pEP M<m<x Y j=O AI<m<x

N2m

(5.4.80)

We notice that the second terrn in (5.4.80) evaluates as follows:

(5.1.81)
M<m<x

In the first terni of (5.4.80), notice that we are summing over ail iÏ < in r for

which N 2m. Moreover, by appealing to (5.4.34), we have that the muer sum of

the first term of (5.4.80), given by cos (i) = O when N 2m, and so the

term in question equals zero. Hence hy nsing this fact and substituting (5.4.81)

in (5.4.80) and using tliis resuit in (5.4.77), we have

$4

and hence have proved (5.4.15).

Evaluating $ and $6:

To evaluate $5 and $6, we will appeal to the resuits of $i, $2, $3 and $4 and

use Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality. We will first evaluate $5 by applying Cauchy’s
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inequality successively in the following way:

$5

peP j=O

(i **

T? (i7)

(
I N—1

pEP j=O

-

/ .\2
(J

Anci owing to (5.4.19) anci (5.4.14) for the vaines of $ and $2 respectively, we

have

$5 «
/(1o4x

V NxT6

1 iogy’ log2x 1 \/i6j
_+i < 1M y J /ï /ij

anci hence have proved (5.4.16).

finaily we evaiuate $6. By Cauchy-Schwarz, we have

$6
= NIP1I

pEP j=O

(i+9) c19)

pEP.r j0

dqf91
(9)2

1 z
- NIP

PC P,

Jzî
pEP.,- j=O

N—1 1/2

Z f T;

N i=° —1/2

f
And owing to (5.4.20) and (5.4.15) for the values of 53 and $4 respectively,

have:

1
$6 «

<
- NIPI

(.)2 N (.)2)

(j)2j
1TZ,M

(5.4.82)

t 1/2 tj+9Nt I T5Aj
N )\ —1/2

(Vf.YM

(J
+9)2

1/2 tj+9N2f TY N)

fj+9 2

(16

f T, C°)2 /j+92
J ct9

N)

anci hence have proved (5.1.17). E
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The following corollary evaluates an explicit value for k1 for ail y > 29 since in

our computations we lviii consicler values of y 29.

Corollary 5.4.3. Assume the sanie hypothesis as in Lemma 5.L2. Then, for

k1, k2 > O, there exist at Ïeast 1.1 primes in P, for which

1
211 dt (5.4.83)

where N is snch that P(N) <y. Moreover, for y > 29, k1 = 3.84.

PR00F. By (5.4.3) of Lemma 5.4.2 ve have that for cy > O and N such that

P(N) <y,

T0 (i)2
- /T*(t)2 dt <ci(

+

For k1, k2 > O such that e1 = rnax(ki, k2), the above follows directly from

(5.4.83).

Now, to prove the second assertion of this corollary, we wiil explicitly evaluate

the value of k1 for y > 29. From the proof of Lemma 5.4.2, we observe that the

terrn arises from the evaluation of the sums $2 (5.4.14) and $5 (5.4.16). In

the case of $2, the term depending on y cornes from the non-diagonal terrns of $2,

i.e frorn the sum $ (D + D2) (see (5.4.54)) lvhere D1 is as in (5.4.55)

and D2 is as in (5.4.56). lVlore precisely, the sum Z D1 evaluates a.s <
pEP

(sec (5.4.58)). In the case of $, (5.4.82) gives $5 \/3T3 and since $ < 1

hy (5.4.19), we obtain a terrn in the evaluation of $ which is hasically the

square root of the terrn obtained for $2.

We lviii first evaluate the value of the irnplied constant in (5.4.58), and hence

lviii study the sum j4— Z D1 lvhere D1 is as in (5.4.55). vVe have:

M<n,m<x
mn

NI(m±n)
P(m),P(n)>y

mn=Er,P(r)<y
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Taking ni = dns2 and n = dvt2 where for q prime, qd q > y anci P(uv) y,

and since (N, cl) 1 (recali that N is such that P(N) < y) we have

Z < Z Z (us2)(vt2)
(5.4.84)

M<n,m<x d<x us2,vt2<x
mn qdq>y NI(us2+vt2)

NI(m+n) vt2P(m),P(n)>y P(uv)<y
mn=Or,P(r)<y —

Now, the sum over cl evaluates as follows:

Z <11(1- -1< 1. (5.4.85)
q>y

qI dq>y

1 1 1 1 e—8/3Smce eyIogy Z t!(ylogy)t and Z t(ylogy)’ (ylogy)4 Z = (ylogy)4’ we have

1 1 / 1 1 e—8/3
ev—1= (i+ + + 3ylogy 2ylogy 6(ylogy)2 (ylogy)

anci so for y > 29 the sum over cl is <
1.005137

—

‘ ylogy

Since NI(ni2 +vj2) and ni2 vj2, max(ni2, vj2) > , and we can write the inner

sum in (5.4.84) as follows:

Z (us2)(vt2) Z Z Z H (‘a) Z
us2 ,vt2 <x 1iN P(u)<y 1jN q<y 1<j<N

NI(us2+vt2) P(v)<y q prime P(v)<y
us2 vt2 vj2>N/2 vj2>N/2
P(uv) <y

(5.4.86)

By icÏentity (3.30) of page 70 of [29] we have for y> 1,

fi (i_ )‘ <e7logy(1 + log2y)
qy

q prime

where -y is Euler’s constant. Via simple coinputations, we can show that for y E Z

and y > 24,

fi (1-
1)1

<e7logy(1+)
qy

q prime

and so for y 29, we have

fi (i
—

<1.07249e71ogy. (5.4.87)
qy

q
q prime
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Next, assuming N > 2y, we evaluate the muer sum in (5.4.86) as follows:

1<j<N 1<u<JV/2 •> v>!V/2
P(v)<y P(v)<j V 2 F(v)<y

vi2 >N/2

\/Z Z +( Z -Z)• (5.4.88)
v<N/2 v:P(v)<y v<y
P(u)<y

By (5.4.87), for y > 29, 1 < 1.07249e71ogy and since > Iogy+y,

we get

Z <2 + (1.O7249e71ogy — logy ). (5.4.89)
1<j<N
P(v)<y

vj2>N/2

Substituting (5.4.89) and (5.4.87) in (5.4.86), and the resuit in (5.4.84), where

the sum over d <
1.005137 we have:ylogy

1
Z

1.07799eir2(2
— 27)

+
1.07799er4

(e
—

2 mn l2y (2 yM<n.rn
mn

NI (m+n)
P(m) ,P(n) >y

mn=Er.P(c)<y

anci so for y > 29.

Z —— <2.4597-. (5.4.90)
2 mn y

11< rt. ni

in n
NI (rndn)

P(in),P(n) >y
mn=ni,P(r)<y

Recali that we take the square root of (5.4.90) to obtain the terrn of $5 anci

further, owing to (5.4.7) we have to consicÏer twice the resulting value. Therefore,

for y 29 we get

2.4597 + 22.4597 <3.$ty (5.1.91)

which gives k1 3.84. E

Remark 5.4.4. The proof of Gorottary 54.3 shows that we eau in jact catcutate

an expticit uatue for k1 for any given y.
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5.4.2. Proving the Main Theorems

Via the ahove lemmas, we have estahlished the hypotheses of Theorems 5.2.1

and 5.2.3, and are now in a positioll to prove these theorems. The proofs show how

we can apply our established hypotheses to ohtain a hound for the cliscrete second

moments ( () —
T (i))2 Further, as we remarkecÏ eariier, owing to

the definition of À, for fixed À and y, we can compute values for a truncated series

of T() for O <j < N — 1. Therefore, with ail the necessary tools in place,

we eau then simply map our scenario to the one set in the combinatorial lemmas

anci corollaries of Chapter 4. These computeci values, will give a finite ordereci

set of elements such that the cardinality of its negative elements is known. The

lemmas state that given such a set, if there exists any other ordered set of the

same cardinaiity as the given set, such that the elements of the two sets are close

enough, then we can deduce upper and lower bounds for the cardinahty of the

negative elements of the second set. Hence, applying these lemmas and corollaries

we will subsequently ohtain an upper and lower hound for L3(p), the measure of

the set of x E [0, 1] for which I(x) is negative.

Both theorems have the same proof, the only difference lying in the fact that

while the proof of Theorem 5.2.1 appeals to Corollary 4.1.5 to establish a formula

for a lower hound for /3(p), the proof of Theorem 5.2.3 appeals to Lemma 4.1.6

to establish a formula for an upper hound for /3(p).

PROOF 0F THEOREM 5.2.1. Define
N-1

1 m
(j2

° V7) ‘i))
i=o

and

I [(Tp(x) — T\(x))2
Jo

By Lemma 5.4.2 and Corollary 5.4.3, we have that for any z sufficiently large,
—k’ log

alld k’ a positive constant, there exist at least ze IgIo primes p z which are

congruent to 3 (mod 4) and satisfy the condition that À(q)
= () for ail primes

q y, for which S
—

I < k1I
+ Therefore, by Remark 5.4.4 and givei

I(Tp(x) — TÀ,(x))2 dx < c, (5.2.1) and a lower bound for N as
()2

in
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(5.2.2), we have that for a positive proportion of such primes,

SIS—IHI <

v
ki/ic 991

(5.4.92)
100 100

< (5.4.93)

anci (5.2.4) follows from Corollary 4.1.5. D

PR00F 0F THEOREM 5.2.3. The proof of Theorem 5.2.3 follows in exactly the

same way as the proof of Theorem 5.2.1. Only note that in this case, the hypoth

esis for the a’s corresponds to the hypothesis for the a’s in Lemma 4.1.6 and 50

once we have established that $ < k1/fi + c as in the proof of Theorem 5.2.1,

(5.2.5) foilows from Lemma 4.1.6. L

5.5. PRoo’ 0F THE0REM 0.0.2

We begin by recalling that by (5.1.2),

=
— (n) cos2nnx

hy Definition 5.1.5,
cos 2nnx

T,(x)
— n

n>1
P(n) <y

hy (5.1.3),

/3(p) = E [0,1]: (x) <0},

and that for a fixed À and y, the set P (Definition 5.3.4) contains those primes

p 3 (rnod 4) for which À(q) () for ail primes q < y. Also recail that for

a fixed À and y, using the computed values of the truncateci series of T,(*) for

O <j < N—1, for primes p E P, the main theorems, Theorem 5.2.1 and Theorem

5.2.3 respectively give an explicit formula for a lower and upper bound for /3(p).

IViore precisely, for a fixed À, y, (5.2.4) of Theorem 5.2.1 gives

T—k

N
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for a positive proportion of primes p E P, where N, T, k are as in Theorem 5.2.1.

Similarly, for a fixed .\, y, (5.2..5) of Theorem 5.2.3 gives

(IT

for a positive proportion of primes p E P, where N, r, k are as in Theorem 5.2.3.

Note here that both r and k represent different quantities in the above two for

mulas.

Baseci on the above information, we wiIl now proceecl to prove Theorem 0.0.2.

We notice that the statement of this theorem can he cÏivided into two parts: the

first gives a lower hound for [t(p) i.e. the measure of the set of x E [0, 1] for which

$(x) is negative and the second gives an upper bound for the same. Thus we

will first prove the first assertion of the theorem and then the second. Further,

as was stated in the introduction of this chapter, we rernarked that owing to the

fourier expansion of S(x) as given hy Pélya (see Lemma 3.1.1), we can bounci

the measure tt(p) hy the measure 6(p) for a positive proportion of primes p E P.

Thus, ushig the explicit formulas as given hy Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.3. we rvill

ftrst calculate hounds for 8(p) where p E P. These caiculations vi11 follow from

the algorithms of Appenclix A. which are haseci on the main theorems, Theorem

5.2.1 and Theorem 5.2.3. While Algorithms A.1.2 and A.1.3 are based on Theorem

5.2.1 and give a lower hounci for /3(p) , Algorithms A.1.4 anci A.1.5 are hased on

Theorem 5.2.3 and give an upper bounci for (p). In the next few sections we wiIl

explain how (via these aigorithms) we calculate a lower anci an upper hound for

j3 (p), and using these resuits decluce tire corresponding bound for i(p). Having

established this, the lower and upper bound resuits stated in Theorem 0.0.2 will

immediately follow.

First, we state tire following definitions:

Definition 5.5.1. For ci given y, A = {—1. 1}’. wkere n = rr(y) (ir(x) = Z 1,
px

p prime).

Definition 5.5.2. Given ,\ as in Definition 5.1.2 and for a fixed y, V is a

vector defined as:

((q1), ,\(qo) (q)) E Ay (5.5.1)
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where qj is the /3k prime.

Remark 5.5.3. The vector V as defined above then serves as a representation

for a given -seqnence of tength n, where n = ir(y).

5.5.1. Calculating a Lower Bound for /3(p)

Here we will show how we apply Theorem 5.2.1 (which gives a lower houncl

for /3(p) hy using Corollary 4.1.5) to cletermine an algorithm for obtaining a value

for the iower bound for /3(p) where p e P. The actual algoritlims written in

pseudo-code, are available in Appendix A.

As is evident from Theorem 5.2.1, for a given ), y, the algorithrns will involve

computing the values of the truncated series of TÀ,0() for O j N — 1.

However, as the definitions of the function TÀ,0(x) (Definition 5.1.5) and that of

the vector V>,,, (Definition 5.5.2) snggest, the value of TÀ,0(x) depends on the

vector V. Thus, for a fixed y, a lower hound for /3(p) vill be calculated for each

vector V,\,0 e A0 where ,\(q)
= () for ail q < y. This lower bound is given by

in (5.2.4) where r, k are as in Theorem 5.2.1 auJ wiil 5e determined using

the cornputed values of the tnincated series of TÀ,0() for O j N — 1. For

simplicity, we wiil denote this lower bound formula hy L(V,0). Therefore, for

each vector V where (q) () for ail q < y, and r, k as in Theorem 5.2.1

(where r and k depend on . and y auJ are determined through calculation),

L(V,0)
r—k

(5.5.2)

The proof of Lemma 4.1.4 shows that the calculation of k (as ahove) depends
N—1

on the value of the upper hound for the sum S = (T()
— TÀ,0())2.

i=o
For computational purposes, we wili assume that for k1 3.84 (as evaluated in

Corollary 5.4.3) auJ c as in Lemma 5.4.1, > )
Using this assumption in (5.4.92) of the proof of Theorem 5.2.1 gives S < c0.

We will then accorciingly replace the condition in (5.2.3) (see the statement of

Theorem 5.2.1) hy > Ne0 and caiculate the corresponding value of k.

Now, given ..\ and g, first, Algorithm A.1.2 will be used to caiculate values for

the truncated series of TÀ,0() for O <j <N
— 1. Using these computeci values,
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the algorithm will use the rnethod as outiineci in the statement of Theorem 5.2.1

to calculate the corresponding value for L(VÀ). For a fixed y, we will then use

this algorithm to calculate the values of L(V,) for each vector V,\, E A. Then,

comparing the computeci values of L(V,) for ail V\ E A, a lower bound will

he ohtained for 8(p) (for the given y).

We note here that for a fixed ), y, the explicit formula for a lower bound for

/3(p) given hy Theorem 5.2.1 holds for a positive proportion of primes p E P i.e.

for those primes p 3 mod 4 for which () /\(q) for ail primes q < y. For

such primes p E P, it follows that for larger values of y, () equals À(q) for more

primes q and so for such y, /\(q) is a better model for (). Consequently, for

larger y, T.x,(x) will serve as a hetter approximation for T(x) and as a result,

for large y we will obtain better estimates for /3(p).

However, to calculate houncis for /3(p) (for a fixeci y), we would like to first

calculate L(V,) for ail the vectors VÀ. E A. This would mean calculating

L(VÀ) for 2 (n = n(y)) vectors, and for large y. computing L(V.) for 2’ vectors

woulcl very quickly exceed our computing restrictions, both in terms of time and

memory. Therefore, to make more efficient use of our computing resources. we

will start our calculations with a small y and successivelv increment the value of

y.

At each iteration, we will choose a set of “qualifying” vectors (this choice is

explained in detail later) that will go through to the next round of computations

for the new y. In this way, for each successive y we will he computing L(V,\,) for

much less then 2’ vectors and will eventually obtain an improved lower bound

for /3(p). Algorithm A.1.3 will he used to perform these iterations and eventually

give a final value for a lower hound for 8(p). We will give a brief explanation

of the icleas employed in Algorithin A.1.3. Note that all references macle are to

steps of this algorithm.

We will hegin hy setting y = 29, i.e the 10° prime. Then, via Aigorithm

A.1.2, for each vector VÀ,29 E A29 we xviii compute the corresponding value of

L(V09). 0f all such values of L(V\,29) computed for the vectors V99 E A09, we
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wilI then pick the minimum and maximum values (step 4) so that:

MIN29
/

min (L(V09)),
‘ 20EA20

MAX29 = max
‘À 20E 1’20

These values irnply that for y = 29,

(p) > MIN29

for a positive proportion of primes p P ancl of these primes, there is at least

one prime for which

> MAX29.

Based on t.hese values of AfIN29 and MAX29, we will perform a series of

“pruning operations” (steps 5 anti 6). In these pruning operations we will choose

only those vectors ‘À,29 E A29 for which the value of the hound L(V,29) is close

to IvIIN29 or i’vfAX29. More precisely, we will consicler parameters Ij,. anci ‘max

(for more detail on the choice of these parameters, see step 5 and Remark A.2.1)

anci then set the following parameters:

B99 := AfIN29 +

329,min := MAX29
— ‘max

Next, in step 6, we will choose those vectors 1/,\.29 E A29 that qualify for one of

the two sets 111L(B29,min) and ZL(B29,,nax), which we clefine as follows:

T’t”L(B29,min) := {V,2g E A29 : L(V,9) < B29,1},

ZL(B29,r,oax) := {V,29 E A29 : L(V,9) > B29,max}.

for y = 29, we obtained MIN29 = 0.205 and MAX29 = 0.560. Following the

strategy for choosing 1min and ‘max as explaineci in Remark A.2.1; for y = 29.

we put rmi,. = 0.04 anci 1max = 0.03 which gave 329m,, 0.245, B29.max 0.53,

I1’1L(B29min)I = 107 ancl ZL(B29,max)I 27, i.e. in all 134 vectors qualified for

the next round of computations.

Having chosen the “qualifying” vectors; in preparation for the next iteration,

we will increment the value of y by the next five primes, i.e. y = 47 (the 15th
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prime). For tins new value of y, in step 9 we will determine new sets A C A

and A C A2 which for y 47, we define as follows:

A {(ei le2) e A47 : e1 C WL(329,min) , e2 E {1, —i}},

A {(ei{e2) e A47 : e1 E ZL(B29,max), e2 e {1, —i}}.

Thus, in effect the vectors in A ancÏ A47 are obtained by appending ail

possible {1, —1} sequences (of length 5) to each of the “qualifying” vectors. It is

these vectors of A7 auJ A that will be used in tire next iteration, where for each

of them, we wiil compute L(V,47), and consequently obtain a value for MIN47

(from tire vectors of A7) and MAX47 (from the vectors of A7). As hefore, based

on the values of 1vIIN47 and PvIAX47, tire sets WL(B47,min) and ZL(347,max) xviii

be determineci. In case tire termination condition of step Z is not satisfied, we

will continue iterating in the same manner i.e. increment y hy tire next 5 primes,

conrpute L(V2) for ail the chosen vectors V, determine MIN2 ancl MAX,

and consequentiy determine tire sets I17L(By,min) and ZL(By,max), until we meet

tire termination conditions of step 7. (For an explanation of tire ciroice of the

termination conditions refer to Remark A.2.2).

Table 3.1.1 of Appendix B gives a surnmary of tire resuits obtained whereby

tire values of MIN2 alrd MAX2 (see step 4 of Aigorithm A.1.3) for ail y for xvhich

computations were performed are tabulated.

Note that when tire termination condition is satisfied, the value of MIN2

at that iteration is stored in MINVAL anci similarly the value of MAX (at

tire iteration at xvhich tire terminatioir conditiolr for it is satisfied) is stored in

MAXVAL, and ultimately these values of MINVAL auJ MAXVAL are re

turned. It is these values tirat wiii give tire final iower hound value for /3(p)

where p e P. Fronr Table 3.1.1, we observe that the values of MINVAL and

MAXVAL returned at step 7 of Algorithirr A.1.3 are:

MINVAL — 0.254,

MAXVAL = 0.659.

Now, since Theorem 5.2.1 telis us that the bouud obtained for /3(p) holds for a

positive proportion of prirres p e P (Definition 5.3.4), we conclude tire folÏoxviirg:
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For a positive proportion of primes p w 3 mod 4.

/3(p) 0.254 (5.5.3)

and of these primes, there is at least one for which

/3(p) 0.659. (5.5.4)

5.5.2. A Lower Bound for 1u(p)

In this section, we will begin hy recalling our objective, which is essentially to

prove the lower bound resuits for t(p) as stated in Theorem 0.0.2. We will finally

prove how we can reduce the question at hand to finding a lower bound for /3(p).

Given t(p) is the measure of the set of x e [0, 1] for which $(x) is negative, we

recali Lemma 3.1.1 from which we deduce that this is the same as the measure

of the set of x e [0, 1] for which

L(1) + T(x) < 0. (5.5.5)

Via the Law of Quadratic Reciprocity and a direct application of Merten’s The

orem, the following lemma shows that we can in fact simplify (5.5.5) by showing

that L(1) is very small for a positive proportion of primes p e P (Definition

5.3.4).

Lemma 5.5.4. Fix an e > 0. For alt À, y, there exists a positive proportion of

primes p w 3 mod 4 such that À(q)
= () for alt primes q y and L(1) <e.

PR00F. Select bq (prime) such that () À(q) for ah primes q y and

() = —1 for ahi primes q such that y < cj < e°. Put Q = 4 fl p. Then, hy
p<eY

quaciratic reciprocity and the Chinese Remainder Theorem we can determine n b

(mod Q) such that b w bq (mod Q) anci b w 3 (mod 8). This wihl give a prime

p e P that is congruent to b (mod Q).

Using Montgomery’s formula [231 for the asymptotic average of L(1) for primes

p w b (mod Q) (3.2.5), and substituting our function À(q) for Montgomery’s

function a, we have an asymptotic average of L(1) for primes p w b (mod Q)
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given hy:

II (ï_)’ .-j (.+)‘.q<y y<q<e

By Definition 5.1.2, )(q) —1 or + 1, and hence )(q) 1 for ail primes q y,

therefore:

<11(1-
-1

(1+
)

‘.

q<y y<q<eY

By IVlerten’s Theorem (1.4.1), the first product is approximately e7 in y. We now

calculate an approximate value for the second product:

-1 (i_’) fl (i_
)1

e7/lneY fl (i_
( 1 — q<eY q<eV

_________________________

- (1- ) fl (1-
)1

e7/lny fl (i
qy qy qy

mg / 1 mg
= j1j asy—4œ.

1ne q-j y
y <q<eY

Hence, if y is sufficiently large, then an asymptotic average of L(1) for primes

p b mod Q is approximately e(1ny)
< e. And so, since we have shown that

on average, L(1) < e for primes p b rnod Q. It foilows that L(1) < e for

a positive proportion of primes p b moci Q and consequentiy L(1) < e for a

positive proportion of primes p E P i.e. primes p 3 mod 4 for which /\(q) ()
for ail primes q < y. E

By (5.5.5) anci Lemma 5.5.4, we then have that there exists a positive proportion

of primes p E P for which

S(x) <T(x) + e (5.5.6)

anci lience. for such primes p E P.

(p)= f ldx> f ld.c> f lcL=(p). (5.5.7)

0<r<i 0<1<1 O<x<1

\7\ïe have thus proved that there exists a positive proportion of primes p E P for

which we can reduce our objective of fincling a lower hound for t(p), to finding a

iower hounci for /3(p). We wiil now define this particuiar set of primes P’ C P as

foilows:
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Definition 5.5.5. For e > 0,

wkere P is as in Definition 5.3. and L(1) Z ()n> 1

Then by (5.5.7), for primes p E P’, we have t(p) /3(p). And so, by (5.5.3) and

(5.5.4), we can deduce the following:

for a positive proportion of primes p 3 mod 4,

t(p) 0.254 (5.5.8)

and of these primes, there is at least one for which

t(p) 0.659. (5.5.9)

Hence we have proved the first assertion of Theorem 0.0.2.

5.5.3. Calculating an Upper Bound for /3(p)

The calculation of the upper hound for /3(p) (p e P) will follow in essentially

the same way as the calculation of its lower bound. In this case we will formulate

Algorithms A.1.4 and A.1.5 baseci on Theorem 5.2.3. (which gives an explicit

formula for an upper bound for /3(p) hy using Lemma 4.1.6). These algorithms

are available in Appendix A. First, for a fixed y, for each vector V E A

where (q)
= () for alT q < y we will compute values for the truncated series

of T,\,0() for O j < N — 1, ancl using these values, we will then calculate

an upper bound for /3(p), where p e P. To do this, we will first cletermine r, k

(as in Theorem 5.2.3) hy using the cornputed values of the truncated series of

TÀ,5(r) for O j N — 1. For these values of r and k, Theorem 5.2.3 gives an

explicit formula for an upper bound fbr 8(p) (p E P) as (N—r)+k (sec (5.2.5)). For

simplicity, we will denote this upper bound formula by U(VÀ5). Therefore, for

each vector E A0 where (q) () for ah q < y, and r, k as in Theorem

5.2.3, (where r and k depend on .\ anci y and are determined hy calculation),

U(VÀ,0)
— (N —r) + k

(5.5.10)
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For a fixed y, Algorithm A.1.4 is useci to compute tire values of U(V\) for

each V\,y E A,. Using the values obtaineci for U(V\,) for each E i\ for

successive values of y, an expiicit upper bounci is obtained for /3(p) by tire iterative

Algorithm A.1.5. (The iterative proceciure employs exactly tire sarne methods as

Algorithm A.1.3 did for computing the explicit lower hound for /3(p)). Table 3.1.2

of Appenclix B gives a sunimary of tire resuits obtained whereby the values of

MIN = min (U(VÀ,)) anci MAX = min (U(V)) (see step 4 of Algorithm
X

A.1.5) for ail y, for which comput.ations were performed are tahulated.

As in Algorithrn A.1.3, in Aigorithin A.1.5 too, tire MINVAL anti MAXVAL

values returneci give tire final upper bound values for /3(p). From Table 3.1.2,

we observe that tire values of MINVAL and MAXVAL returneci at step 7 of

Algoritirm A.1.5 are:

MINVAL = 0.369,

MAXVAL = 0.715.

Now, since Theorem 5.2.3 telis us tirat the hound obtained for ï3(p) holcis for a

positive proportion of primes p E P (Definition 5.3.4), we conclucie the foliowing:

For a positive proportion of primes p 3 mod 1,

/3(p) < 0.715, (.5.5.11)

anci of these primes, there is at ieast one for whicir

/3(p) <0.369. (5.5.12)

5.5.4. An Upper Bound for [t(p)

As we clid in section 5.5.2, we first prove how we can recluce the cluestion of

finciing an upper bound for ,u(p) to finding an upper hound for /3(p). We again

recaH that Lemnra 3.1.1 impiies that tire measure /1(p) is tire same as the measure

of the set x E [0, 1] for wiricir L(1) +T(x) <0. We know that L(1) = ()
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is a positive function for ail primes p, anci so we have

z(p)= f 1dx f 1ci= f ldx< f 1ct=/3(p).

0<1<1 0<1<1 0<x<1 0<x<1
S(z)<0 z: L(1)+T(x)<0 z: z:

IT(x)I>L,,(1)
(5.5.13)

Thus, we have proved that there exists a positive proportion of primes p 3 rnod

4 for which we can reduce our objective of finding an upper bound for (p), to

finding an upper houird for /3(p). We will call this particular set of primes P”.

(It is ciear that for P’ as in Definition 5.5.5, P’ fl P” = 0). AncI so, by (5.5.13),

for primes p e P”, we have t(p) < /3(p). Then hy (5.5.11) and (5.5.12), we can

deduce the following:

For a positive proportion of primes p 3 mod 4,

p(p) <0.715 (5.5.14)

anci of these primes, there is at least one for which

t(p) <0.369. (5.5.15)

Hence we have also proveci the second assertion of Theorem 0.0.2.



Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

In Chapter 5 we mentioned that our resuits can be improved by using machines

with higher RAM or even 5v employing distributed processing. Here we vi11

outline the use of these icleas and show liow certain changes to our algorithm can

yield hetter resuits.

• In Remark A.2.2 we outiine our choice of the termination condition. This

clearly implies flint if we had access to machines with greater memory,

we woulcl he able to perform more iterations anci thus improve our resuits

considerahly so as to observe a convergence of values.

• The suggestion for processing mir data on parallel units is in une both with

the memory constraints of an alone station and also with the computation

time of a single iteration. This suggestion can he put to use simply by

clistrihuting the vectors at each iteration hetween parallel units.

• We notice that i; order to compute values of the series
—

,\ (n) cos 2nx

qJo=.qy

we need to truncate this series at some point. It is possible that if we trun

cate this series at a value higher than 1000 (as was our choice), we would

obtain more accurate results. However. we note that this change will cost

computation time.

• Similar to the previous suggestion, it is possible that we would obtain

more accurate results if for our computations, the value of N (sec Theoreni

5.2.1) was taken to 5e larger than 1000 (as what we took). However, again,

this larger value of N will cost considerable computation time.
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• In une with the prohiem caused hy memory constraints, we observe that

storing the values of the vectors involves storing the integer values of 1

and —1. It is known that while an integer data type is of size 4 bytes, a

hoolean data type is of size only 1 byte. Hence, we could save on memory

by storing the vectors as boolean data types, (truc 1 ancl fatse = -1),

where the corresponcling integer value could he considereci only at the

tirne of computation.

We invite readers to experiment with the above suggestiolis and in turn yield

resuits that woulcl prove our conjecture that H.L. Montgornery’s resuits are in

fact the best possible.
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Appendix A

A.1. THE ALGORITHMS

The computations were performed based on the following algorithms. For a

given y, Algorithni A.1.1 sets up an array using the given vector V (Definition

5.5.2) and the definition of À(n) (Definition 5.1.2). For the vector V, given the

array (as set up in Algorfthrn A.1.1), Algorithm A.1.2 calculates the corresponding

value of the lower bound for /3(p), i.e. L(VÀ) (5.5.2), using Theorem 5.2.1.

finally, using the values of for each vector (obtaineci via Algorithrn

A.1.2), the iterative Algorithm A.1.3 determines a final Iower hound for /3(p)

(Definition 5.1.3). To det.ermine a final upper bound for /3(p), we make minor

changes to Algorithrn A.1.2 and Algorithm A.1.3 anci obtain Algorithms A.1.4

atici A.1.5. Resuits obtaineci as a consequence of our computations baseci on the

following algorithrns are tahulateci in Appendix B.

Algorithm A.1.1 (Setting up the array clepencling on the vector Yx,y).
Given rn, y such thaty is the m1’ prime; the vector V = (/\(ql), À(q2),.. . ,

where q is the jth prime, and using the definition of the totatty multiplicative

a’tithmetzcfunction À(n), this algorithm will set up an array g ofsize M (M e N).

1. [Initializing an array for the vector V1
mL L[m];

for(int i = 1: i <in; i + +) L[i] = À(qi);

2. jlnitializing the array g]

int g[AI];

for(int j = 1; i <M; i + +) g[i] = 1;

3. [Setting )(n) = O for ail n < M such that P(n) > y = q,,,]
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for(int q qm+y; q < Af; q + +)

if(isprime(q)) for(int i = 1; i < M/q; i + +) g[i * q] = 0;

4. [Transforming the vector of dimension rn into an array of size y]

int 1=0; hit V[y];

for(inti=1; i y;i++)

if(isprime(i)) fl=1+1; V[i] = 1;}

5. [Completing the array

int a = 1, q = 1;

for(int p 2; p < y; p + +)

{
if(isprime(p))

{
u = 1; q = pa.

while(q PvI)

{ for(int i = 1; i < M/q; i + +)

{g[i * q] = g[i * q] * L[V[pl];}

u = a + 1; q = pa; }
I

I
6. Return g:

Algorithm A.1.2 (Algorithm for Theorem 5.2.1).

Given ç,, the vector V\,y and N E N, this aÏgorithrn first catcntates T.\,0() for

each j, (0 <j < N — 1). Using these values, it then calcutates a touer bonnet for

/3(p) which is given by (5.24) and denoted by L(VÀ,5) (5.52). Note here that for

the purpose of computation, the infinite sum over n in T5() is truncated sudi

thatl <n<MforMeN.

1.

int r 0; float S[N];

2. [Setting up the array for the vector

int g[MÏ; //Via Algorithm A.1.1

3. [Determining the number of j < N for which TÀ,() < 0]
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for(intj=O ;j<N ;j++)

{
ifoat t = O; float x = j/N;

for(intn=1 ;n<M;n++)

{ t t + (g[n] * cos(2irnx)/n); }
$[j + 1] = —t;

if(S[j + 1] <0) r = r + 1;

I
4. [Copying those that are <O into a new array of size r]

float S1[r], int t = 0;

for(int i= 1; j <N; i++)

if ($[i] < O) {t = t + 1; $1[t] = S[i];}

5. [Reordering those I() that are < 0, in order of increasing magnitude]

float tl;

for(int j 1; i <r — 1; i + +)

{
for(intj=i+1;j<r;j++)

{
if (S1[i] <S1[j])

{tl = S1[i]; $1[i] = $1[j]; S1[j] = tl;}

}
}

6. [Calculating the optimal k (Theorem 5.2.1)]

bat val = c, * N, int k = O;

(a) for(int j = 1; j <r; j + +) {S1[i] = $1[i]2;}

(b) float S2[rl; S2[1] = S1[1];

for(int i = 2; j < r; i + +) S2[i] = $1[iJ + $2[i — 1];

(c) float P[r
— 1][21;

(cl) for(inti=1;i<r—1;i+-j-)

{P[i][1] = val — S2{i];

P[i][2] $2[i + 1] — val; }
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for(intj= 1;j <r—1;j++)

if(P[j][1] > 0 AND P[j][2] > 0) {k=j; break;}

7. [Calculating b, the value of L(V,>,9) for the given I4\.]

float b 0;

b = (r —

return b;

Algorithm A.1.3 (Calculating the lower bound for /(p)). This iterative atgo

rithrn retnrns a lower boeund for /(p) = I{x E [0, 1] T(x) < 0}, where p 3

mod 4.

1. [Initializingj

int ru = 10;

int y 29; (the m prime)

ftoat MIN9 = 0, MAX = 0;

float ornin = 0, omax = 0;

int z7nin = 1. iinax 1;

float MINVAL 0, MAXVAL 0;

Set A99 = {VÀ29 E {1, _1}b0};

2. [Calculate c91
floatcy=— Fi

q prime
qy

3. [Calculate L(V,\9) via Algorithm A.1.21

If (ru == 10)

for each VÀ,29 E A29, calculate L(VÀ,2g);

else

(a) if (irnin == 1) for each V9 E A, calculate

(h) if (irnax == 1) for each V’9 E A, calculate L(V’9);

4. [Determine min (L(VÀ,9)) anci max (L(V))Ï
‘À

If (ru == 10)

(a) AIIV99 = min (L(’\,9g));
VÀ29EA29

(b) MAX29 = max (L(I”29));
29E 1\29

else
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ta) if (imin == 1) MIN9 = min (L(V9));
UeÀ

(b) if (irnax == 1) MAX9 max (L(V,’9));

5. [Setting parameters for “pruning”j

float 1max, ‘mm, By,mmn, By,max;

/ /Remark A.2.1 explains the choice of ‘mir, and ‘max

(a) if (i?ni7. = 1) By,mmn MINy + ‘mm;

(b) if (ilnax 1) By,max = MAX9
— Imax;

6. [Choose the “qualifying” vectors i.e those that satisfy the “pruning” con

dit ions]

If (m == 10)

(a) WL(B29,min) = {VÀ,29 E A29 L(VÀ,29) <B29,mmn};

(b) ZL(B29,max) = {VÀ,29 E A29 : L(V,2g) > B29 max};

else

ta) if (imin == 1)

WL(By,min) {V9 E A : L(V,9) <By,mmn};

(b) if (imax == 1)

ZL(By,max) {: E A L(’9) > By,max};

7. [Termination condition]

/ /see Remark A.2.2 for more information about the termination condition.

if(rn > 10)

if ((imin == 1 AND olflin
— MIN9I < 10) OR

(imin == 1 AND WL(By,m)I > 208000))

imin = 0; MINVAL = MIN9

if ((imax == 1 AND omax — MAX < 10) OR

(imax 1 AND IZL(H,,nax)I > 208000))

imax =0; MAXVAL = MAX9

if (irnax O AND imin == 0)

return MAXVAL anci MINVAL;

8. [Set the new

rn = in + 5;

int Yi = the mth prime;
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9. [Setting up ail vectors VÀy for the next iteration]

(a) if (imin == 1)

= {(iI2) E A1 : e1 E 117L(By,min),e2 E {1, —1}};

E

(b) if (imar == 1)

A1 = {(eiIe2) E A1 t e1 E ZL(By,max),e2 E {1, —i}};

V’1 E

10. [Start next iterationi

omin IvIIN5; omax MAX;

y = y’;

Go to step 2.

Algorithm A.1.4 (Algorithm for Theorem 5.2.3).

Given c, the vectoT V’ and N E N, this atgorithrn flrst catculates T(*) for

each j, (0 <j <N — 1). Using these vatues, it then catcntates an upper bound for

/l(p) which is given by (52.5, and denoted bg U(VÀ,) (5.5.lOj. Note here that for

the purpose of computation, the infinite sum over n in is trnncated snch

that 1 n M for M E N. This atgorithm fottows the same steps as Atgorithm

A.1.2, with sorne changes in steps 3,,5 and 7.

1,2. As in Algorithrn A.1.2

3. [Determining the number of j < N for which T() > 0

for(intj=0 ;j<N ;j++)

{
ftoatt=0; floatx=j*1/N;

for (int n= 1; n <M; n++)

{ t = t + (g[n] * cos(2nnx)/n); }
S[j + 1] = —t;

if(${j+1] >0) r=r+1;

}
4. [Copying those T,5() that are > O into a new array of size ri

float S1[r], int Ï = 0;

for(int i= 1; j <N; i++)
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if (S{i] > 0) {t = t + 1; S1[t] =

0 5. [Reorclering those TÀ,y(*) that are > 0, in order of increasing magnitude]

float ti;

for(int i= 1; j <r—1; i++)

{
for(intj =i+1; j <r;j++)

{
if ($1[i] > S1[j])

{tl $1[i]; Sl[i] = Sl{j]; S1[j] = tl;}

I
}

6. As in Algorithm A.1.2

7 [Calculating b, the value of U(,9) for the given V\,y]
bat b = 0;

brrr ((N—r)+k)/N;

return b;

Algorithm A.1.5 (Calculating the upper hound for /3(p)). This iterative atgo

‘rithrn ret’itrns an npper bound for /3(p) = {x e [0, 1]: T(x) < 0}, where p 3

mod 4.

1.2. As in Algorithm A.1.3

3. [Calculate U(VÀ,9) via Algorithrn A.1.4]

If (ru == 10)

for each VÀ,29 e A29 calculate U(VÀ,29);

else

(a) if (imax == 1) for each V e A, calculate

(b) if (irnin == 1) for each V’ e A, calculate

4. [Determine min (U(\,9)) and max (U(V,9))]

If (m == 10)

(a) MAX29 = max (U(VÀ29));
V29 E A29

(b) MIN29 = min (U(VÀ,2g));
V,29 é 29

else
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(a) if (imax == 1) MAX9 max (U(V9));

(h) if (imin 1) MIN9 min (U(V’9));
VÀ,J E A,,

5. [Setting parameters for ‘pruning”j

float ‘max, ‘mm, By,min, By,rnax;

/ /Remark A.2.1 expiains the choice of ‘min and ‘max

ta) if (irnax 1) 3y,max i1v[AX9 ‘max;

(h) if (i?nin 1) By,min — MIN9 + ‘mm;

6. [Choose the “qualifying” vectors i.e those that satisfy the “pruning” con

ditionsJ

If (m == 10)

(a) W(B29,max) = {VÀ,2g E A29 : Ut VA,29) > B29,max};

(b) ZU(B2g,min) {VÀ,29 E A29 : U(VÀ,29) <329,mmn};

else

(a) if (irnax == 1)

WutBy,max) = {V9 E A U(V,9) > By,max};

(b) if (irnin == 1)

Z(By,mmn) {V’9 E A : U(V’9) <By,mmn};

7,8. As in Algorithm A.1.3

9. [Setting up ail vectors V for the next iteration]

(a) if (irnax = 1)

= {(eile2) E A91 e1 E Wu(By,max),e2 E {1,—1}};

E

(h) if (irnin == 1)

A1 {(eiIe2) E A91 : e1 E Zu(By,mmn), e2 E {1, _i}5};

E A1;

10. As in Algorithm A.1.3

A.2. REMARKs ON THE ALG0RITHMs

Here we will expiain the choice of the parameters ‘min anci -Tmax, and of the

termination condition as was useci in the algonthms of the previous section.
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Remark A.2.1 (Choice of ‘min and -[max). min anci ‘max are pararneters that

cletermine the resuits of the pruning process. As is evident from steps 6 and 7 of

Algorithm A.1.3, the choice of ‘min and determines the vectors that comprise

the sets WL(By,min) ancl ZL(By,max) and in turn, the size of these sets. In our

computations, an optimal choice for ‘min and ‘max was made at each iteration

following some trial runs so as to ensure that this chosen value kept the number

of vectors in WL(By,min) and ZL(By,max) to a minimum, without losing the hest

values for MIN and MAX obtained at the next iteration. Our choice of values

for ‘min and ‘max ranged between 0.0015 and 0.004.

Remark A.2.2 (Termination Condition in Algorithms A.1.3 and A.1.5). The

natural condition for terminating our computations would he when our values

of MAX ancl MiN at suhsequent iterations are seen to converge ancl stahilize

at some value. The first condition of our if statement in step 7 of Algorithm

A.1.3 employs this convergence criterion. However, during our computations we

ohserved that before satisfying the convergence criterion, in certain cases we run

into problems of space and time complexity. Due to these issues, we chose to stop

further iterations when the number of “qualifying” vectors (step 6 of Algorithrn

A.1.3), i.e. the number of vectors to which we will append all possible {1, —i}

sequences for the new y, exceeded 20$, 000 and hence the second condition of our

if statement in step 7 of Algorithin A.1.3. Note that to set up the next iteration,

each of these vectors that satisfy the “pruning condition”, is used to create 2 new

vectors (see step 9 of Algorithm A.1.3), ancl hence in effect, we stop iterating

when either the convergence criterion is satisfied or when we find that numher of

vectors to be computed in the next iteration vi1l exceed 6,656,000 (20$, 000*2).

Note that we were working on machines with 2GB RAM; taking each vector to

he of size at most 300 bytes, it is clear that storing 6, 656, 000 vectors for a single

iteration would very nearly exhaust the rnernory limit.



Appeildix B

B.1. TABuLATED RESULTS 0F COMPUTATIONS

Take c
— fl (i

— b)’). (Refer to Appendix A for details ofthe
q prime
qy

algorithms employed).

Applying Algorithm A.1.3, the following resuits were obtained:

y c MIN = min (L(V,()) MAX ax(L(V’))
VÀVEAY VÀVEAY

29 0.0059317 0.205 0.560

47 0.0031830 0.218 0.599

71 0.0020899 0.222 0.620

97 0.0014944 0.226 0.634

113 0.0011313 0.232 0.642

149 0.0009093 0.235 0.647

173 0.0007522 0.239 0.651

197 0.0006356 0.241 0.654

229 0.0005483 0.244 0.656

257 0.0004789 0.246 0.657

281 0.0004234 0.247 0.659

313 0.0003780 0.249 —

349 0.0003414 0.251 —

379 0.0003107 0.252 —

409 0.0002844 0.254 —

FABLE B.1.1
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Applying Algorithm A.1.5, the following resuits were obtained:

y c MIN min (U(V’)) MAX max (U(V))
VÀ UGA

29 0.0059317 0.480 0.743

47 0.0031830 0.442 0.736

71 0.0020899 0.421 0.732

0.0014944 0.409 0.730

113 0.0011313 0.400 0.728

149 0.0009093 0.393 0.727

173 0.0007522 0.387 0.725

197 0.0006356 0.383 0.723

229 0.0005483 0.379 0.722

257 0.0004789 0.376 0.720

281 0.0004234 0.373 0.718

313 0.0003780 0.371 0.717

349 0.0003414 0.369 0.715

fABLE H.1.2


